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Abstract 
MIXAL is the assembly language for the (hypothetical) MIX computer, 
• 
in-
traduced by D.E. Knuth. In the present report, an assembly program for this 
language is described, based upon a slightly modified syntactic definition 
of MIXAL. 
The assembler has been written first as an ALGOL 60 program. Care has 
been .taken to provide it with a clear structure; in particular, the whole 
(12 pages) program contains only one goto statement. Next, the same algo-
rithm has been implemented in MI~ • on the MIX computer. The latter version 
of the MIXAL assembler has been used as a MIXAL program to be assembled by 
the ALGOL 60 version. Both versions of the assembler have been reproduced 
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1. Introduction .. 
In this report, an one-pass assembler for M~~.L is described, MIXAL being the 
assembly language for the (hypothetical} MIX computer,designed and described 
by Knuth [1] .. 
The assembler has been written in ALGOL 60 as a boolean procedure, called 
''mixal assembler''. 
The assembler has been tested in the environment of a MIX simulator, written 
in ALGOL 60 by R.P. van de Riet [2]. 
The progra.ms have been run on the EL X8 computer of the Mathematical Centre 
at .Amsterdam, under supervision of the ALGOL 60 system, called MILLI [3]. 
The MI}CAL system, consisting of assembler and simulator, accepts several 
MI:u-i.u programs, textually being separated from each other by a job separator 
(a dollar symbol: $), and which are translated and executed consecutively. 
The interface of assembler and simulator consists of two parameters to 
procedure ''mixal assembler' 3 , in addition to the boolean value, delivered by 
its procedure identifier. The first parameter '1m'' represents the memory o:f 
the MIX computer; actually it has to be an array, being declared with the 
bound pair 0:3999- All locations of this memory have to be set equal to zero, 
before calling procedure ''mixal assembler''; those locations for which this 
is not the case, cannot be filled by the assembler (see section 5.3). 
The second parameter ''start address'' is an output parameter of type integer, 
. .. . . . 
passing to the simulator the location at which the execution of the program 
has to be started. 
At last, the boolean value, delivered by the procedure identifier of ''mixal 
assembler'', is the complement o:f the boolean variable ''erroneous'', which is 
local to procedure ''mixal assembler''; ''erroneous'' indicates whether or not 
errors have been detected during assembly of the MIXAL program. 
The assembler has to take into account that the simulator is a base ten 
machine (the bytesize being one hundred), with a special internal code for the 
characters~ and a special operation code (a field specification (3:5) is 
coded as 35, being the value of 3*10+5, instead of 29-3*8+5). 
Besides the ALGOL 60 version of the MIXAL assembler, we also have developed 
a version written in MIXAL, the algorithm being the same, except for some 
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very little d·etails. 
This MIXAL version has been reproduced in chapter 8, in the way it has been 
printed out by the MIXAL assembler in ALGOL 60, reproduced in chapter 7; 
thus we use this M ....... L version as a demonstration and a test case of the 
ALGOL 60 version. Finally, in chapter 9, we give a loading program, 
-appropriate to the MIX simulator, mentioned before- serving as a demonstra-
tion of the MIXAL version. As a thorough test for the MIXAL version, we 
applied the assembler to the MIXAL assembler in MIXAL itself, using however 
another MIX simulator, written in ELAN (being the assembly language of the 
EL X8 computer). This simulator satisfies the same specifications as the 
ALGOL 60 version (except for the memory size, which has been increased from 
4000 to 10000), but it is much faster and can be operated by hand. The 
results of this test, however, have not been reproduceQ in this report. 
2. Definition of MIXAL. 
2.1 The syntax of MIXAL. 
<MIX character> ::= <any available character on the MIX computer> 
< number> : : = <digit> I < n11rnber > <digit> 
<identifier> : : = <letter> I <identifier> <letter> I <identifier> < digit> 
< sJ-nbol > : : = < identi:fier > I <digit>< symbol> 
< cornment > : : = < empty> I < cornment > < MIX character> 
<separator> : : = ; I < nlcr > I '' < corocnent > < nlcr > 
< local forward:> : : = < digit > F , 
< local label> : : = <digit> H 
< local backward> : : = <digit > B 
< local symbol> : : = < local forward> I < local label> I < local backward> 
< unde:fined symbol > : : = < symbol > 
< defined symbol > : : = < symbol > 
< unary operator> : : = + I -
<binary operator>::=+ J 
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<atomic expression>::= <local backward-> J <defined symbol>] <number> l * 
<expression> : : = < atomic expression> ] < unary operator>< atomic expression> ] 
• • • • <expression>< binary operator:>< atomic expression> 
< field specification> : : = (< expression>) I < empty> 
< word value> : : = <expression>< field specification> I < word value>, 
<expression>< field specification> 
<literal constant> : : = 
< future reference > : : = 
= < word value> = 
< local forward> I < undefined symbol> ) 
<literal constant> 
< address part> : : = < future reference> I <expression> I < empty> 
< index part> : : = , <expression> I <empty> 
< address value > : : = < address part> < index part> 
< MIX instruction symbol> : : = ADD l ... I SUB 
< pseudo instruction symbol > : : = EQU f ORIG 
<constant instruction symbol>::= CON I ALF 
< END instruction symbol > : : = END 
< MIX machine instruction> : : = < MIX instruction symbol > 
< address value>< field specification> 
< pseudo instruction> : : = < pseudo instruction symbol>< word value> 
<char> : : = < MIX character> 
< character code> : : = . < char> < char>< char> < char> < char> 
< MIX constant instruction> : : = CON < word value> I 
ALF < character code> 
< proper instruction> : : = < MIX machine instruction> l 
< pseudo instruction> J 
< MIX constant instruction> 
• 
<proper END instruction> ::=<END instruction symbol>.< word value> 
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<label> : : = < undefined symbol> J < local label> 
< MIXAL instruction> : : = < proper instruction> ] < label > : < MIXAL 
• • instruction> <separator>< MIXAL instruction> 
< END instruction> ::=<proper END instruction> <label> : < END 
instruction> <separator>< END instruction> 
< MIXAL body> : : = < empty> ] < MIXAL instruction> < separator> < MIXAL body> 
<MIXAL program>::= <MIXAL body><END instruction><separator> 
2.2 Remarks. 
The language MIXAL as defined in the preceding section~ differs from the 
language defined by Knuth on a few points. 
As one of the purposes has been to design a version of MIXAL being layout 
independent as much as possible (i.e. the position of any syntactical unit 
on the card or papertape should be of no significance), some additional punc-
tuations have been introduced to prevent ambiguities; the main case being the 
colon following each label, the other cases being the quotation mark preced-
ing comment, and the point in character code preceding the five MIX 
characters. 
Layout independence means that spaces freely may be inserted into the MIXAL 
text; however, there are some exceptions: 
a) in character code, a space certainly is not layout, but stands for a space 
as MIX character, 
b) in numbers and symbols spaces may also be inserted as layout, but not 
two (or more) spaces consecutively. 
The latter exception has been made as ( in some situations) two symbols may 
succeed each other ( or a symbol and a number), without being separated by 
another syntactical unit. Thus we use two (or more) spaces as separator 
between symbols and/or numbers. 
A second difference is concerned with labels. The layout independence has 
made it possible to allow more than one label, preceding a proper instruc-
tion, each of these labels being equivalent to the same value. 
As these changes do not essentially affect MIXAL as defined by Knuth, it 
suffices to refer to [1] for the meaning and use of the assembly language 
MI .. 
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3. Reading, printing and recognition of basic syntactical units. 
We distinguish between two levels of basic reading procedures, the first one 
being concerned with the reading and printing of single MIX characters, and 
the second one combining these MIX characters to basic syntactical units, 
which are analyzed more closely. 
3.1 The low level reading procedure ''read char''. 
This procedure reads the next character of the MIXAL program from the input 
medi11m. Both the procedure identifier of' r'read char'' and the global variable 
''char'' get as value the internal code of' this MIX character. 
Furthermore, the listing of the MIXAL program -each line generally consisting 
of the address and code, corresponding to the MIXAL instruction, the line 
ntJmber, and the text of the MIXAL instruction- is arranged by ''read char'', 
storing the characters read into a bu:ff'er ( the array ''line''), and printing 
out this buffer at the right moment, i.e. generally after another part of 
the assembler has produced the code corresponding to the instruction of this 
line, and has placed it also in the buffer. The boolean variables ''text'' and 
, 
' 'code'' make it possible to indicate this moment outside procedure ''read char': 
They indicate whether some text has been completed for printing, and whether 
address and code have been produced. Thus, ''read char'' builds up a line 
in the buffer, organized with two pointers ''pas'' and ''last pos'' ,running from 
• 
zero upwards, the first one pointing at the first free position of the buffer, 
the latter one pointing at the lastly occupied position. 
It will be clear that reading a < nlcr > ( new line carriage return, or new 
card) needs a special treatment, as, at the reading of this separator, the 
buffer generally may not be printed out (address and code may have to be 
determined yet). The < nlcr > its elf is not stored into the buffer, as it is 
not a MIX character actually, but, as an indication that a < nlcr > just has 
been read, the pointer ''pos'' gets the value ''-1 '', and the boolean variable 
''text'' gets the value ''true'' (the latter being explained already). 
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Wh '' d h '' is called again, we may assume that address and code have . en · rea c ar 
· 1 ''t 1' f 1't t '' ( 1 ) been produced, if this were necessary. The va ue rue or ex a ways 
means tl1at we may print this line before continuing, and the value ''-1 '' for 
''post• means that we have to start a new line at position zero, and that we 
also can store the new linenurnber into the buffer. 
During the initialisation of the assembler, when all MIX instruction symbols 
have to be read and stored into the symbol table, the high level reading 
procedures are used, which call ''read char'' in their turn. The text for the 
initialisation, however, is not read from an input medium., but is contained 
in the ALGOL 60 program by means of a string. Giving the boolean variable 
''from string'' the value ''true'', the reading from this string is effectuated 
by means of the standard procedure ''STRINGS J..J-JOL'', called in ''read from 
string'', which delivers the representations of characters of a string [3]. 
remark: 
When a dollar$ (the job separator, mentioned in the introduction) is read, 
obviously the END instruction of the MIXAL program is missing. Having report-
ed this error, we jump out of all nested procedure calls, back to the first 
statement of the assembler, in order to treat the next MIXAL program~ We 
mention this jump explicitly here, as this is the only goto statement, 
• • appearing in the whole program. 
3.2 Some auxiliary procedures, concerned with the output buffer. 
The printing of the characters, contained in the buffer, is done by procedure 
t I • • If 
print line . This procedure prints the contents of the buffer ( using the 
pointer ''last pas''), and fills the buffer with spaces again. 
In the first place, procedure ''read char'' is responsible for the filling of 
the buffer with text. 
F11rthe1"ltlore, a procedure ''buffer'' is available, used for storing n1Jrnbers 
into the buffer ( used :for address, code and linen1Jrnber) . Procedure ''buff er'' 
has :four formal parameters: ''p'', ''n'', ''m'' and ''value''. The :first parameter 
''p ff 
contained in ''value'', are placed. There is a poss1·b2·i1·ty·to 1· t nser spaces 
between the digits of the nu1nber, by means of the para:rneters ''n 1' and '·'m ''. 
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The digits of the number are divided into 'tabs(nl'' groups of ''abs(m}'' 
digits; between each two successive groups one space is inserted. The sign 
of' ''n'' indicates whether or not (positive or negative, respectively} a sign 
has to be placed preceding the number; the sign of 1'm 1' indicates whether 
leading zero's are printed, or replaced by spaces (positive or negative~ 
respectively). 
Finally, a procedure ''buf'f'er symb '' may be called, storing symbols from the 
symbol table into the buffer. Its first parameter indicates the place of 
the symbol in the symbol table (see section 3.4.), the second parameter 
indicates the position in the buffer at which the first character of the 
symbol is placed, and the third parameter is an output parameter, delivering 
the first free place in the buffer, following the last character of the 
symbol. Procedure ''buffer symb '' actually has been used for special purposes 
concerned with the completion of' the assembly process (see section 6). 
3. 3 The high level reading procedure ''read synt unit''. 
Procedure ''read synt unit'' com-bines a number of MIX characters to one basic 
• • • • • • syntactical unit. Most of the basic syntactical units consist of one MIX 
character only(*,:,,,.,(,),=,+,-,*,/ and:); they need no further analysis. 
The basic syntactical uni ts, consisting of more than one character a.re: 
a) number, b) symbol, c) separator and d) special divisor(//). 
a) Reading a nu:rnber, we don't know whether we are actually reading a number 
or a symbol after all, before we have read it completely. That is why we 
treat a number as if it were a symbol; this means that the digits temporarily 
are stored into the symbol table ( see b. ) . In the boolean variable '' contains 
letter'' we keep up whether at least one letter has been read; if this is the 
case, we are concerned with a symbol (discussed below), otherwise we have 
read a number, of' which the value is calculated by means of' the digits stored 
in the symbol table. This value is assigned to the global variable ''value of' 
number'', and the procedure identifier of' ''read synt unit'', as well as the 
global variable ''synt unit'', get the constant value of ''n11mber'' (value 102). 
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b) Reading a symbol, the letters and digits are stored meanwhile into the 
and digits have been read, procedure ''look for symbol'' looks up the symbol 
just read among the symbols which have been stored already in the symbol 
table. If this symbol is not found, a new information cell in the symbol 
table is created, containing the letters and digits of the sym.bol already. 
Thus, the new symbol has been joined to the symbol table by procedure 
''look for symbol''. By means of the function designator ''look for symbol'', 
the place in the symbol table is passed on to the variable ''last symbol''. 
Besides, the variable ''type'' gets more information about the kind of symbol 
just read. After all, the procedure identifier of w•read synt unit'' and 
'' synt unit'' get the constant value of ''symbol'' ( value 1 03) . 
c) The separator is read entirely, which means that comment is skipped, up 
to the first < nlcr >, by means of procedure ''read char'', and the proced1Jre 
identifier of ''read synt unit'' ( as well as '' synt unit'') gets the constant 
value of ,rseparator'' (value 101). Having read a semicolon as separator, the 
variable ''text'' is set on ''true'', as we expect that one MIXAL instruction 
has been completed, and the assembler will produce address and code, before 
the next character is read (at which moment the buffer will be printed out). 
The variable ''pos '' is left unchanged in this case; so succeeding characters 
will stay at the right position of the line, however, this will be a next 
line. 
d) The reading of a special divisor(//) does not lead to any difficulty. 
In most cases, the reading of one syntactical unit consists of the reading 
of one character, but, in some cases, we know that we have read one whole 
syntactical unit, just when we have read the first character of the following 
syntactical unit (this is the case when reading numbers, symbols and the 
division operater / ). 
' 
Thus we arrive at the impossible situation that we sometimes have read 
already the first character of a following syntactical unit, and in other 
cases we have not. This can be resolved by consequently reading one 
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character too many in all cases, but this has an unpleasant effect on the 
synchronisation of possible error messages. We have chosen the following 
solution: 
Instead of unnecessarily reading one character too many, we insert one 
extra character (a space as layout character), by simply giving the variable 
''char'' the constant value of ''space'' (value 66) in those cases where we do 
not need to read the first character of the following syntactical unit. As, 
at the reading of the next syntactical unit~ spaces are skipped beforehand 
by procedure ''read synt unit'', there will be no harmfull effect of this 
insertion. 
The main program of the assembler, and the expression reading procedures, 
mainly read the MIXAL program by means of this procedure ''read synt unit'', 
which means that one need not worry,at that level, about the listing of 
the MIXAL program, the insertion of, and search for symbols in the symbol 
table, and the reading of numbers. 
3.4 The organisation of the symbol table. 
The symbol table is realised as an integer array ''t'', and consists of a set 
of information cells, each of which containing all information about one 
symbol. An information cell consists of a number of contiguous elements of 
''t '', the address of' the first element being used as the reference (pointer) 
o:f this information cell; the variable ''last symbol'' is used as a pointer to 
it. Local symbols,however, are not stored into this symbol table as other 
symbols are, but are detected explicitly in procedure ''read synt unit'', 
indicated by ''type'', while in these cases the variable 'tlast symbol'' gets as 
value the value of the digit, contained in the local symbol; this value can 
be seen as a pointer to an element o:f the arrays ,th'', ''b'', ''f'' and ''defined 
local backward", into which the information concerning local symbols is stored. 
The set of information cells may be divided into three contiguous parts, the 
first two being :filled during initialisation with the MIX instruction symbols, 
and with the constant instruction symbols, the END instruction symbol, and 
the pseudo instruction symbols. Into the third part, all other symbols, 
introduced by the MIXAL programmer, are stored. The boundary between the first 
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being a pointer to 
the information cell of the lastly stored MIX instruction symbol. 
For the symbols contained in the second part, explicit pointers are used, 
• . . ,, . lf ,r ,, ,, ,, end rt ,, equ ,, v1 z.. .. a , con , , 
Concerning the internal construction of information cells, there exists no 
difference between the distinct parts, as each instruction symbol (e.g. 
ADD, CON or END) may be used by the MIXAL programmer as its own symbol. For 
such a symbol there exists only one information cell (in the first or second 
part of the symbol table) into which both the information with respect to 
the MIX instruction, and the information concerning the symbol, used by the 
programmer as its own, are stored. 
An information cell consists of two parts, a fixed part and a variable part, 
the latter being used to contain the internal codes of the letters and 
digits, the particular symbol consists of. 







ln F C 
value 1 
value 2 
c1 c2 c3 c4 
I I I I 
I --f-- I -- I --








The last element of the variable part is made negative, as opposed to the 
other elements, indicating the end of the alpha numerical information. This 
element may contain fewer than four characters ( the others always contain 
four of them), in which case it is filled up by dummy characters. 
Next, the fixed part of the information cell is dealt with closely. The 
first 
part of the symbol table). F contains the standard :field, and C the code of 
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the corresponding MIX instruction. These fields are filled during initialisa-
tion. The field ln is used to store the linenumber of the line, on which the 
symbol has occurred as label (has got a value}. The field t (type) indicates 
whether the symbol in question is defined or undefined (negative or positive 
value, respectively), i.e. whether or not the symbol has become equivalent 
to some value by means of an occurrence as label. 
For the fields value 1 and value 2, we have to distinguish between undefined 
and defined symbols, the status being indicated by the value of the field t 
as described before. At information cells of undefined symbols, the field 
value 1 may be used to hold a pointer to the information cell of the symbol, 
which directly precedes the symbol in question, both symbols being used as 
label preceding the same MIXAL instruction. If this preceding label happens 
to be a local label, the pointer to it has been inverted and decreased by 
one, forcing a negative value, indicating in this case a reference out of 
the symbol table. 
In case the symbol in question is not preceded by another label, the initial 
value of zero ( stored in procedure ''look f"or symbol'') is replaced by the 
value 9999, indicating an empty pointer (N.B. this value neither may be a 
reference into the symbol table, nor a reference to a local symbol). The 
field value 2 may hold (if the symbol has occurred as future reference 
without being defined already) a pointer to that memory address of the MIX 
computer, at which the instruction has been placed, the address part of 
which contained the textually last future reference of the symbol in question. 
When the symbol has not (yet) occurred as future reference, value 2 
holds the empty pointer (N.B. in this case the value 9999 may not be a valid 
MIX address). 
For local symbols, the fields value 1 and value 2 also exist, but they are 
. . ''h'' d '' f '' recorded in the respective elements of the arrays an . 
Concerning defined symbols, both pointers in the fields value 1 and value 2 
have become irrelevant, but merely the value, the symbol recently has become 
equivalent to, is important. This value is split up into two parts, called 
the head and the tail, as the numerical capacity of one element of ''t'' would 
not be sufficient to store a word value.The head, stored into the field 
value 1, has the value ''abs ( word value) +10t6'', and the tail, stored into :bhe 
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field value 2, has the value ''sign (word value}*(abs(word value)-
head *1 Ot6) ''. 
The remarks concerning defined symbols do not pertain to defined local 
symbols, as the fields value J and value 2 may be used again at a next 
occurrence of the local symbol as label. So, a distinct field is used for 
storing the value of the local symbol. This field is recorded in the array 
''b'' , and in an auxiliary array ''defined local backward'' we keep up in a 
boolean value whether the local symbol in question has occurred as local 
label at least once. 
The search technique in the symbol table is a binary search technique in a 
tree-structured symbol table.To make a binary search applicable, we first 
have to define an order relation between symbols. The alphabetical ordering 
turned out to be an appropriate order relation for our purpose. As we also 
have to deal with digits, we have extended this ordering, defining the digits 
ordered naturally, preceding the letters (e.g. MIX, MIX 1~ MIX 10, MIX 9, 
MIXAL, in this order).The tree structure of the symbol table is defined as 
follows: 
1) Each node (actually an information cell) has at most two subtrees 
(called the left and right subtree, which are trees satisfying this defini-
tion), which are referred to by the pointers, contained in the fields 
LLINK and RLINK; if a subtree is not present, the corresponding field 
contains an empty reference (0). 
2) All nodes in the left subtree of some node contain information cells of 
symbols, alphabetically preceding the symbol of this node, and.all nodes of 
the right subtree contain information cells of symbols, succeeding the 
symbol of this node. 
Due to this organisation, it is possible, after one comparison of an arbi-
trary symbol with the symbol contained in the root of the tree, to decide, 
in which of the two subtrees we have to search for this arbitrary symbol 
(if the symbols, just compared happen to be not the same). At each next 
-
comparison, we may exclude a whole class of symbols from the searching pro-
cess. Trying to search for a symbol, which not yet has been inserted into the 
tree, we·eventually come out at an empty pointer .. At this point we know that an 
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information cell of this symbol does not occur in the symbol table, and we 
easily may join the new symbol to the symbol table, by replacing the empty 
pointer by a real pointer to the information cell (the variable part of 
which existing already) of the new symbol. Having filled in two empty 
pointers in the fields LLINK and RLINK of the newly created information cell, 
and initial values for the other fields (all within procedure "look for 
symbol"), we have extended the symbol table by one symbol, while the condi-
tions, the tree structure satisfies, are still fulfilled. For, if we have to 
search for the recently inserted symbol, starting at the root of the tree, 
we do follow the same path through the tree as before, up to the node which 
recently has contained the empty pointer (nothing has been changed until so 
far). As this empty pointer has been replaced by the real pointer to the 
information cell of the symbol, we are searching for, we do not end in the 
blind alley now, but do find the appropriate information cell. 
Finally, we direct our attention to the advantages gained by using the 
binary search. It may be clear that, offering new symbols to be inserted in 
alphabetical order, only branches of the tree to the right will originate, in 
which case we certainly do not gain any advantage over the linear search 
method. The order in which the MIXAL prograrruner introduces his symbols cannot 
be predicted, but, fortunately, we are able to introduce the MIX instruction 
symbols during initialisation, ordered in such a way, that the base of the 
tree will be filled homogeneously. The number of MIX instruction symbols 
an1ounts to 154 (including ALF,CON, etc.). Given a tree of seven levels,we can 
6 
store into it 2ti= 127 symbols. The remaining 27 symbols easily can be 
i=O 
stored into the eighth level. This means that each of these instruction 
symbols can be found after eight comparisons at the most; the average number 
of comparisons amounting to: 
6 
1/154 * ( 2ti *(i+1) + 27 * 8) = 1001/154 = 6.5. 
i=O 
Thus we have made a considerable profit on the linear search method, which 
needs an avarage number of 154/2 = 77 comparisons for an instruction symbol. 
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3.5 The initialisation of the symbol table and the global variables. 
During initialisation, characters are read from the string, contained in 
procedure ''read from string'', as discussed already in section 3. 1 . This 
string satisfies the following syntactical structure. 
< MIX characters > : : = I*;: , • ( 1 = +-* /: azbfh 
< standard field and code > : : = < number ( 2. 11 > 
<MIX instruction definition>::= <empty>! 
< MIX instruction symbol ( 2. 1 ) ><standard field and code> 
<MIX instruction definitions>::= <empty> <MIX instruction de~inition > 
<separator>~ MIX instruction definitions> 
<constant instruction symbols>::= ALF CON 
< pseudo instruction symbols> : : = EQU ORIG 
< initial string> : : = < MIX characters > 
<MIX instruction definitions> 
( < constant instruction symbols> 
<END instruction symbol (2.1)> 
< pseudo instruction symbols>) 
First, we read the MIX characters by means of procedure t1read char'', and 
assign their internal code to the variables: 
''underlining'', ''bar'', ''space'', ''asterisk'', etc. These variables, strictly 
speaking, are constants, introduced to make the program more readable. 
Having assigned to the other constants and variables their (initial) values, 
and having filled the outputbuffer 11 line'' with spaces, we continue with 
filling the first part of the symbol table with the MIX instruction symbols. 
Having constructed explicitly the root of the tree,the symbol table consists 
of (viz. an information cell with initialized fields LLINK, RLINK, t, 
value 1 and value 2}, the MIX instruction definitions are read by means of 
procedure ''read synt unit '', the insertion to the symbol table being 
automatically now. Following each symbol, we read the standard field and 
code, the value of this number being: (standard field* 100 + code), and 




a pare~the first part of the symbol table is completed by assigning 
to ''last inst'' the pointer to the last information cell. 
In addition, the next five symbols are read, and pointers to their informa-
tion cells are recorded in the variables '' alf '' 
TY • YT • orig, respectively. 
) ''con'' ' 
''end'' , 1' equ '' and 
assign to the boolean variable ''from string'' the value ''false'' ( the effect of 
which being discussed already in section 3.1), and finish the initialisation 
process. 
3.6 Errormessages. 
When during the assembly process an error is detected, procedure ''error'' is 
called. The actual parameter of ''error'' is a string , describing ( in the 
English language) the kind of error detected. In procedure 11 error'', first 
all characters contained in the outputbuffer are printed out by means of 
a call of ''print line''.. Next, at a new line, t.he actual pararneter of error 
is printed out. The pointer ''pos'' (3.2), holding the position in the buffer, 
remains unchanged; thus, following characters (when reading on) will be 
printed out at their correct position 9 some lines lower however. 
We already have mentioned the synchronisation of errormessages (3.3). 
Synchronisation means that the message is printed, textually immediately 
following those MIX characters, the errormessage is concerned with. In 
some cases however, we have read one character too many (see 3.3) when 
detecting an error, or even worse, a whole syntactical unit (including 
another rollowing character). The latter phenomenon we meet at the reading 
of expressions ( section 4). Reading too much means, in this context, that 
some text, belonging to following syntactical units, has been read already 
(while not being considered), merely to determine whether or not a whole 
unit (e.g. an expression} has been completed. In these cases, a possible 
errormessage will not be given in the right context. 
Having de-tected and reported an error, the assembly process generally-can 
be continued~ and other errors may be detected and reported in the same way. 
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4. Expressions and word values. 
4.1 Expressions. 
As appears from the definitions in section 2.1, no priority rules exist for 
arithmetic operators in expressions; this means that operations are applied 
in order from left to right. Together with the fact that parenthesis are not 
allowed within expressions, this makes expressions very easy to evaluate; we 
do not need a stack for storing intermediate results, as these results 
immediately are used as left operand of an operator, the right operand being 
a single atomic expression, the value of which easily and directly is deter-
mined by means of procedure ''read atomic expression''. Of the atomic expres-
sions~ only symbols give rise to some further investigation. Symbols in 
expressions only may occur as defined symbol, or as defined local symbol, 
the values of which are denoted in the combined field value 1 and value 2, 
and in the array ''b'', respectively. The other possible occurrences of' symbols 
are not admitted here, so they cause an errormessage, viz. ''undefined symbol 
in expression'', or ''undefined local backward''. How we can determine whether 
or not a symbol has been defined, has been explained already in section 3.4. 
The other possibilities for atomic expressions are very easy to deal with. 
When we are concerned with a number, we find its equivalent value in the 
global variable ''value of number''; at this point it is important to observe 
that we have not read too much, as the following syntactical unit may be a 
number, the value of which would destroy the value o:r the global variable 
''value of nl1mber''. 
When we are concerned with an asterisk ( called 1' self'') , we only have to 
deliver the value of the location counter ''le'' ( see section 5). 
For atomic expressions, we have to check, within procedure ''read atomic 
expression'', whether the equivalent value is not too large (exceeding the 
MIX word value). When executing arithmetical operations, by means o:r proce-
d '' . thm'' 1 . · ure ari , a so capacity overflow may occur. In these cases an error-
message • • is given by the procedures concerned, viz. ''overf'low (atomic 
expression)'', and ''overflow(+)'', ''overflow(*)'', etc., respectively, and, 
as resulting value, zero is delivered. The consequence of these tests, 
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• 
within 'tread atomic expression'' and 1'ari thm 11 , is that in procedure '1read 
. 't . . . expression only valid intermediate results occur, and no test on capacity 
overflow is necessary. 
It is clear now that an expression can be evaluated in a straightforward 
manner by means of the procedures ''read atomic expression'' and ''aritbm''. 
For reasons, later on to be explained, the first syntactical unit of an 
expression always has been read already when calling ''read expression'' .. 
Within this procedure we read the next syntactical unit and whenever this 
is an aritbmetic operator, we go on reading an atomic expression, and 
executing the operation; otherwise, when no operator is read, we have done 
with the expression, and then, we did read one syntactical unit too much. 
This syntactical unit cannot be a syntactical unit belonging to the 
following MIXAL instruction, provided that two distinct MI~ instructions 
, 
are separated by a separator. 
4.2 Word values. 
A word value is used to denote the contents of one MIX word. According to 
the definition, we can describe a word value as: 
E1 (F1), E2 (F2), ... , En (Fn), n> 1 and Ei and Fi being expressions for 
.. 
1=1 , .•• , n. 
The value Ei is meant to be stored into the fields of a certain MIX word, 
specified by (Fi), for i=1, ... , n consecutively. The field specification 
(Fi) may be omitted, in which case a standard field (0:5) applies. The 
desired result, delivered by procedure ''read w value'', is the eventual value 
which would remain at the memory address CON when executing the next fragment 
of a MIXAL program: 
STZ CON; LDA C1; STA CON(F1 ); ... ; LDA Cn; STA CON(Fn), where C1, ... , Cn 
denote the addresses at which the values of E1, ... , En are stored respec·-
ti vely. Using literal constants, the fragment also can read: 
STZ CON; LDA - E1 =; STA CON (F1); ... ; LDA =En=; STA CON (Fn). 
The Fi (i=1, ... , n), being the value of a field specification, must be of 
the form Li*10 + Ri (denoted in MI~ as Li:Ri), where Li and Ri have to 
satisfy: () < Li < Ri < 5. 
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Reading a word value, one syntactical unit too many is read (as it was the 
case in ''read expression''), when testing whether or not we have done with 
the word value. 
Also the word value (just as an .expression) is t'ollowed by another syntacti-
cal unit which does not belong to the following MI~ instruction. This 
means that we never incorrectly read (even when errors are detected) syntac~ 
tical units belonging to following MIXAL instructions, at the level of the 
procedures ''read expression'' and ''read w value''. 
5. The MIXAL instruction. 
5.1 General outline. 
An interesting feature of the MIXAL instruction is the fact that more than 
one label may precede the proper instruction. The first syntactical unit 
of an instruction has to be a symbol, being a label or an instruction symbol, 
the latter being the first syntactical unit of the proper instruction. 
Finding out which of these two kinds of symbols we are concerned with, we 
have to consider the context in which the symbol occurs, as each instruction 
symbol also may be used as label. Checking whether the next syntactical 
unit is a colon, we are able to recognize a label as such. 
However, if no label occurs, we thus have read the first syntactical unit 
belonging to the address value (if not empty), to the word value, or to 
succeeding character code. 
When this last syntactical unit happens ·uo be a symbol as well (this is very 
well possible), the global variables ''last symbol'' and ''type'', originally 
referring to the instruction symbol, have been overwritten; unless we have 
saved the original value of ''last symbol'' by means of a local variable of 
procedure ''read mixal program'' ( actually called ''inst'') , we would have lost 
all information about the instruction symbol. 
Another consequence of this looking for a colon is that the first syntactical 
unit of an expression, possibly succeeding the instruction symbol, has been 
read already, when we eventually come to the processing of the expression. 
(see section 4.1). 
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Now, the question arises, whether it is possible to give a symbol a valtle 
(make the symbol a defined symbol), irmnediately following the recognition 
of the sJ7mbol occurring as label. Unfortunately this value depends on the 
kind of proper instruction following. If this proper instruction happens to 
be the EQU pseudo instruction,the equivalent value for the label(s) is 
(are) denoted by the word value which follows EQU, otherwise the label(s) 
will become equivalent to the value which the location counter ''lc 1' has 
at the moment 
Consequently, we first have to read all labels preceding the proper instruc-
tion, including the instruction symbol (and the next syntactical unit to 
recognize the instruction s~rmbol as such), before determining the equivalent 
value for these labels. Meanwhile, we retain all labels by linking them: 
~ 
each label is made to refer to its predecessor, and the first one refers to 
nothing, i.e. contains an empty pointer. 
To hold this reference, the field value 1 of the concerning information 
cells in the symbol table is used. We already have seen that, for local 
labels, an element of the array ''h'' corresponds to the field value 1, and 
that a negative reference stands for a referer1ce to ''h'' and a positive 
reference stands for a refer~nce ··nto the symbol table; this holds both 
for references contained in the symbol table and in the array ''h'' as well. 
Thus we have chained all labels~ and a pointer to the last occurring -
label is kept in the variable ''last label''. However, we carefully have to 
avoid circular lists, originating when one symbol occurs more than once 
as label preceding the same instruction. 
Symbols, which have been inserted in a chain as described above, can be 
recognized by the following two properties for their information cells: 
1) The field t/is positive (irrelevant in the case of local labels), which 
means that the symbol has not yet become a defined one; 
• 
2) The field value 1 has a value, unequal to the initial value zero, which 
means that the symbol has occurred as label, as value 1 contains a reference 
(possibly an empty reference). 
Subsequently, we treat the proper instruction entirely, and finally we up-
date the chained list of labels by following the-references, while storing 
into the information cells the equivalent value of the symbols, and making 
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the fields t negative, to indicate the defined status of the symbols (by 
means of procedure ''update''}. 
If one of the chained symbols occurs in some expression, contained in .the 
proper instruction, it has not yet the defined status, and an error. message 
• • • • :follows. In the case of the EQU pseudo instruction, this error. message is 
appropriate, as the value of a symbol may not depend on itself. In the other 
cases, the value of such a symbol could have been known. For congruence 
reasons with the previous case, we decided however, to maintain the general 
scheme of treatment; the advantage being that one rule can be given, stating, 
at which moment symbols get a value, viz. after the entire instruction has 
been dealt with. 
Some examples may serve as illustration: 
1) F: EQU F+10; In this case, the value of F would depend on itself; 
we rightly get an error_ message 
2) F: ADD F+10; 
3) F: ADD *+10; 
An error~ message is given, as the value of F has not yet 
been assigned to F, when evaluating the expression F+10, 
although it is known. 
The alternative construction of 2), using an asterisk 
which has the same value as F gets afterwards. 
At the moment the equivalent value for the labels is known
5 
we keep this 
value in the variable ''equiv''. When ultimately the procedure ''update'' is 
' called, we pass on the value of ''equiv'' as actual parameter of ''update''. 
5.2 Address value and :field specification. 
The following two facts, mentioned before, are recalled. Firstly, the pointer 
to the information cell, belonging to the instruction symbol, is hold in the 
variable ''instr'', local to procedure ''read mixal program''. This pointer is 
passed on to procedure ''read mix machine inst'' as actual para.meter. The 
first action of' procedure ''read mix machine inst'' will be then to :fetch 
the standard field and code of the instruction f'rom the fields F and C o:f 
the information cell concerned, and to assign these values to the variables 
''f pa .. rt '' and ,: c part'', respectively. 
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Secondly, the first syntactical unit of address value and field specifica-
tion has been read already at this moment. We start the actual processing by 
testing whether the address part contains a future reference, analyzing the 
present syntactical unit. When a future reference does occur, the variable 
"a part 
11 
will get the value of a reference, being discussed in the following 
section; otherwise, if the address part doesn't happen to be empty -i.e. if 
the present syntactical unit is not a comrna ( indicating an index part), nor 
a left parenthesis (indicating a field specification), nor a separator 
(indicating the absence of all quantities)-, we may expect an expression, 
treated by means of procedure ''read expression'', the value being assigned 
to the variable ''a part''. Of the quantities indexpart and field specifica-
tion, easily can be determined now whether or not they are empty. 
An empty index part gives rise to the assignment of the value zero to the 
variable ''i part'', and an empty field specification causes the standard 
field remaining in the variable ''f part''. 
After all, the word value which has to be stored at the address indicated 
by ''le'', can be assembled easily by means of the variables ''a part'', ''i part'', 
'' f part'' and '' c part'', and actually it is stored into the MIX memory by 
means o:f procedure ''produce'' (which also produces the output of address and 
code by means of the outputbu:ffer). 
5-3 Future re:ferences. 
Syntactically, a future reference may occur only as address part of a MIX 
machine instruction. The value for this future reference will become known 
in the future, when treating following instructions. The intention is, that, 
for the instruction in which the future reference occurs, code is produced 
as usual, except for the address part, which will be filled in later on: 
at the moment that the corresponding (local) label gets a value by means of 
procedure ''update''; :for literal constants it means at the end of the program 
( see section 6). 
It is evident, that a symbol may occur as future reference more than once. 
This means that we have to update a number of MIX addresses, when the symbol 
in question gets its value. As for all these addresses it holds, that the 
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address part of the code has not yet been filled in, we can use these two 
bytes for linking the MIX addresses; thus we chain all addresses correspon-
ding to a future reference of the same symbol. The beginning of this chain 
is kept in the symbol table, in the field value 2 of the information cell 
( for local forwards corresponding with an element of array ''f''), and the 
chain is ended by means of an empty reference. 
In the sa.rne way, a chain of literal constants is created, the access· to it 
being kept in the variable ''last constant''. The difference between the chain 
of literal constants, and a chain of symbolic future references, is, that 
each MIX word in the first chain ultimately will obtain an unique address 
part (viz. the address at which the constant word value is stored by the 
assembler), while each MIX word of one other chain gets the same value in 
its address part. Chaining the MIX addresses, at which literal constants 
occur, is not sufficient; also the corresponding word values have to be 
retained somewhere until the end of the assembly process, when they are 
treated. We use the end of the array 1't '' for this purpose. For each word 
value to be stored, two consecutive elements of array ''t'' are used, 
identically to the way of coding a word value in the fields value 1 and 
value 2. 
Describing the chaining of labels,we have seen that overwriting of refe-
rences carefully has been avoided. Also in the case of future references, 
overwriting may take place, possibly leading to disastrous effects (such as 
an infinite loop of the assembler). 
As we are able indeed, by means of the ORIG pseudo instruction, to start 
writing at each address we want, we necessarily have to protect 011rsel ves 
against overwriting any address which contains a reference. As these 
addresses are hardly distinguishable from other ones - we would have to 
follow all references, starting at many places in the symbol table, and at 
the variable ''last constant'', to determj_ne whether the address in question 
forms part of one of the chains -we decided to forbid each attempt to write 
on an address, which does not contain the value zero, the initial value of 
all addresses (see introduction). 
We are aware of the fact that we unfortunately also forbid innocent 
• 
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overwriting, but that is the price we have to pay, when we decide to desist 
from the very expensive algorithm, described above. 
When the assembler detects an address, containing a value, unequal to 
the initial value zero, the errormessage ''address already used'' is given. 
Meeting an address, which does contain the value zero, necessarily one of 
the four following situations occurs: 
1 ) the address never has been used, 
2) the address has been filled by means of CON 0 
3) the address has been filled by means of ALF .00000 
4) the address has been filled by means of NOP 0 
In the first three cases, the address does not contain a future reference, 
so there ex~st no danger (although it is a little inconsistent to do 
permit the overwriting in some cases). The address part of the instruction 
NOP may contain a future reference, previously occurred at address zero 
(in the address part of the NOP instruction, a reference to address zer0 
is filled in). However, this may occur only once in a MIXAL program; thus, 
when we retain this address in a special variable ''dangerous'', we protect 
ourselves against overwriting of ref'erences, when testing whether a certain 
address contains the value zero, and this address is not the dangerous one. 
6. The completion o:f the assembly process. 
• 
Having detected the END instruction, and having read the following word 
value, and assigned its value to the variable ''start address'', we have to 
deal with those symbolic future references, which have not yet been treated, 
and with the literal constants, by means o:f procedure ''insert constants''. 
At first, all information cells of local symbols and ordinary symbols are 
exa.mined, the latter ones by means of procedure ''traverse tree'', which 
recursively walks through the tree, investigating the symbols in alphabe-
tical order, and which calls at each node of the tree the procedure ''define'' 
as actual para.meter f'or''investigate'' (local symbols have been treated 
explicitly, but analoguously to ''define''). Only those (local) symbols, 
which have been used as :future reference, without having occurred as (local) 
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label, need some special treatment. The information cells of these symbols, 
satisfy the following properties: 
1) The field t is positive (irrelevant in the case of local labels), 
indicating that the symbol has not yet become a defined one; 
2) The field value 2 contains a reference, unequal to the empty pointer, 
indicating that the symbol has been used as future reference; 
3) The field value 1 still contains the initial value zero, indicating that 
the symbol has not occurred as label preceding the END instruction (this 
chain o:f symbols has not yet been updated). 
For each of these symbols, consecutively one MIX word is reserved, by means 
of procedure ''prcduce'' (overwriting of addresses, which have been used 
already, still is impossible), and the addresses of these words are filled 
in at the locations at which the future references occurred, by means of 
procedure ''update'' ( also procedure ''produce'' is called, :for updating an 
a.a.dress; now the overwriting test mechanism is eliminated, by testing 
whether the location counter does not point at this address). 
To inform the MI~ programmer, for which symbols a new MIX word is re-
served, output is delivered, immediately following the END instruction, 
consisting of the symbol in question, followed by a colon and the pseudo 
instruction CON O illustrating what happened. 
Next, a number of words have to be reserved for the literal constants. 
Walking through the chain of occurrences of literal constants, we reserve 
for each one a consecutive MIX word and put the ccrrresponding word value 
in it by means of procedure ''produce'', and we update the address part with 
the actual address of the corresponding word value. Having dealt with the 
insertions, the possible chain of labels, preceding t½e END instruction 
is updated. 
Here we remark that property 3) for symbols to be inserted, is necessary, 
as we don't want that the labels preceding the END instruction, get their 
value by means of ''insert constants'', but by means of the call of ''update'', 
at the end of each instruction. 
After all, for the convenience of the MIXAL programmer, a d1Jmp of the sym-
bol table is given by means of procedure ''di~l~mp symbol tabel ''. Thus, an 
alphabetical list of symbols used is printed out, each symbol prec2ded 
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by the value it has become equivalent to~ and the linenumber of the line 
at which the symbol occurred as label. This information easily is fetched 
from the symbol table, which is walked through, in alphabetical order of 
symbols, by means of procedure ''traverse tree'' with the actual parameter 
'' dump'' for ''investigate''. 
7. The ALGOL 60 procedure ''mixal assembler''. 
Next follows the complete text of the MIXAL assembler in ALGOL 60 without 
further comment. 
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boolean procedure mixal assembler m, startO ; array m; integer startO; 
begin 
booleeJ1 erroneous, from string, future, code, text; 
integer underlining, bar, space, asterisk, semicolon, colon, comma, 
point, ~· en, thesis., eql1.a.J sign, plus, minus., tjmes., div1, dee., quote, 
letter a, letter~z, letter b, letter f, letter h, nlcr, tab, 
d1v2, symbol, number, sep, 
undefined, defined, local label, local backward., local forward, 
equ, orig, con, alf, end, last inst, 
last symbol, type, char, last constant, synt unit, 
read ptr, pos, last pas, line number, table ptr1, 
lit cons ptr, u1, b1, aux; 
real start, le, d'--""'- ero·us, value of n1Jmber, time O; 
boolean array defined local backward[O: 9]; 
integer a~~y line[-40: 99], h,f[O: 9]., t[1 : 2000]; 
real a.rray b[ 0 : 9]; 
integer procedure read char; 
if from string 
then begin char:= read from string; 
else 
end 
read char:=char:= if char= 127 then 69 
else if char> 35 then 
else chs.r 
begin integer s; 
if text V code 
if pos = -1 
then print line; 
-
then begin if line number< 6708 
end; 
then line number:== line number + 1; 
buf'fer(-4,-1,-4, line number); pos:==O 
s:= resym; for s:=s whiles= 134 dos:- resym; 
ifs= 135 thens:= 119; 
char:= ifs= 127 then 69 
else if s > 3 5 then s - 2'7 else s; 
if char= underlining then u1:=1000 
else if char= bar then b1:=1000 
else begin if pas > 99 /\ char nlcr 
end; 
then begin print line; pos:=O end; 
if char= tab V c......... nlcr 
then s:-cxt space); 
s:=2 X bl + u1 + s; u1:=b1:=0; 
ifs= 2028 Vs 2055 
then begin erronn end of input ) ; 
end; 
for aux:=0 step 1 until 3999 do 
m aux]:=O; new page; goto begin 
line[pos]:-s; last pos:=pos; 
if char= tab then pas: pos+9):8x8 
else if c~ ~ -. = nlcr 
then begin text: true; pos: = -1 end 
else pos: pos + 1 · 
• 
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if cha.r > 99 then errorn( ·unknav.rr1 character ) ; 
read c11ar: =char 
end read char; 
real procedure read. 5 cha.r; 
if synt u.nit = point 
then begin real value; integer i, c; value:=0; 
~or i:=1 step 1 until 5 do 
P C 
begin c:=if char= nlcr then space else read char; 




nlcr then char:= space; 
u_nit; read 5 char:~ value 
end 
else begin errorm • require, > ; read 5 char: =0 end; 
procedure print line; 
begin integer i, s; boolean u, b; 
for i:- =4J ste~ 1 until last pos do 
begin s:=line i; u:=b:=false; 
end; 
i:f s > 2000 
then begin b:=true; s:-s 
if s > 1000 
2000 end; 
then begin u:=true; s: s - 1000 end; 
i:f u then p:csym ext uriderlining) ; 
if b then prsym ext ba) ; 
prsym s; line[i]:-ext(space) 
prsym ext(nlcr)); code:=text:=false; last pos:=0 
end print line; 
procedure errorm s; strings; 
begin print line; printtext s; prsym ext nlcr)); erroj_1.eo·us:=true end; 
jnteger Eoce~~e read synt u~it; 
begin :for cha.r: ==char while CJ. -""'" - space V char = tab do read chs.r; 
if char< letter z 
then begin integer p, n, q1, q, i, value; 
boolean contains letter,compl; 
contains letter:= letter a< char A char< letter z; 
p:=table ptr1 + 4; q1:-char; q:=read char; n:=1; 
for value:==q1 + 1, value while 7 compl do 
begin if char= space then read ch~r; 
if' q = space then q:=char; 
compl: = letter z < c ~ ; 
if' co1npl then value:= - value X 10 4-n) _; 
i:f compl V n - 4 
then begin t [ p] : =value; val u,2: -0; 
p: =p ·+- 1; test on o·"rerflow( p 
end; 
i:f 7 compl 
then begin n:=if" n < 4 then n + 1 else 1; 





if letter a< cbar A char< letter z 
then contains letter:= true; 
read char 
if p = table p·tr1 + 5 /\ n = 2 /\ q 1 < letter a /\ 
q - letter b V q = letter r V q = letter h 
then begin synt unit: -symbol; 
end 
t r-r-=: =if q_ letter b then local backward 
else if q - letter f then local forward 
else local label; 
last symbol : =q 1 
else if contains letter 
then begin synt unit:=symbol; 
end 
last syrnbol:=look for symbol p; 
t :=if t[last symbol+1] < 0 
then defined else u:~defined 
else begin synt unit: =n1J.rnber; va.lue of number: =0; 
for p:=table ptr1 + 4, p+-1 while t[p-1] > 0 do 
begin value: abs t[p]); 
end 
end 
for i:=3, i-1 while va.Jue Odo 
begin aux: =100 i; g_: =value : aux; 
value: =value - q_ X a·ux; 
value o:f number: :value of ntl.ID.ber X1 O+q-1 
end 
else if char= quote V char= nlcr 
then begin synt unit:=sep; 
for char:-char while nlcr do read char; 
C ..4oW,,: =space 
end 
else if char = semico.1011 
then begin synt unit: =sep; c ~""'"': =space; text: true end 
else if cha.r -.-. div1 
then begin synt unit: char; chs.r:-space end 
else if read char= div1 
then begin synt unit:=eliv2; c · :=space end 
else synt unit:=div1; 
read synt unit:=synt unit 
end read synt lli1.i t; 
integer procedure look for 
begin integer p, next, i, 
symbol ptr ; o.... ue ptr; integer p·tr; 
...,, w, comp, llj.n.k, rlink; 
· ... ···· ··· · for p: 1, next while p O do 
do begin for i:=4, i+1 while comp - 0 /\ wp > 0 /\ w > 0 
•· ·· begin wp:-t[p + i]; w: -t[table p·tr1 + 1]; -
carnp: ==abs w) - abs wp 
end; •.. ·, 
l. · •.·. comp = 0 then comp: -if wp>O then -1 else 
·. .-.,, ,- /. 
if w>O then 1 else O; 




then begin look for symbol:=p; next:=O; 
if table ptr1 = 1 then table p·tr1 : =ptr 
end 
else begin aux: =t[p]; 11 •-v,"-'-,._: =aux : 104; rlink: - aux -
next:=if comp< 0 then llink else rlink; 
end 
if next = 0 
then begin look for symbol: =table p·tr1; 
i:f comp< 0 
end 
then llink:=table ptr1 
else rlink:=table ptr1; 
t[p]: =llink X 104 + rlink; 
t[ table ptr1 ] : aj; 
t [ table ptr1 + 1 ] : ..:: 104; 
t[table ptr1 + 2]:=0; 
t [ table p·tr1 + 3] : =9999; 
table ptr1: =ptr 
end look for symbol; 
procedure test on O"'..rerflo·w ptr); value p·tr; integer ptr; 
if ptr > lit cons ~tr 
then begin errorm over:flow symbol table ) ; 
for char:=c-....... while true do read c ........ 
end test on o·ver.flow; 
real procedure read atomic expression; 
begin real at expr; read a·tomic expression: -at expr: =0; 
if·synt unit symbol 
then begin if ty-pe = defined 
then begin aux:=t[last symbol+ 3]; 
llink X 104; 




else if ty_pe - local bac •• ~ d 
then begin i:f de:fined lOC!al backwa .. rd[las·t symbol] 
then at expr: b[last symbol] 
else errorm undefined local backwar~) 
end 
else if type == 
then erro1m 
else if t 
local fonra..rd 






1,.,_._ocal label in expressio~) 
-undefined symbol in expressiot ); 
else if synt unit - number 
then begin at expr: =va,J ue of n1.1.rnber; read synt unit _e_nd_ 
else if synt unit= asterisk 
then begin at ex.pr: =le; read synt unit end 
else errorrn( tomic expression require~ 
if abs at expr) < w10 
then read atomic expression:=at expr 
else errorrn overflow atomic expression)) 
read atomic expression; 
• , 
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real procedure read expression; 
begin real expr; integer operator; read expression:=O; 
expr: =if 7 synt unit = plus V synt unit = minus) 
then read atomic expression else O; 
for synt unit:=synt unit 
while s:>rnt unit = plus V synt unit = minus V synt unit - times V 
synt unit = divl V synt unit = div2 V synt unit - dee 
do begin operator:=synt unit; read synt unit; 
expr: -arithrn expr, operator, read atomic expressio1'1 
end; 
read expression:=expr 
end read expression; 
real procedure arithm a, op, b; value a,op,b; real a.,b; integer op; 
if op = plus 
then begin real value; value: =a + b; arithm: =0; 
if abs( value < 10 10 then a.rithm: ::value 
else errorm overflow +) ) 
end 
else if op= minus 
then begin real v ....... alue; value: =a - b; aritlnn: =O; 
if abs vaJ.ue < 10 10 then arittun: =Value 
else errorm overflow- -) ) 
end 
else if op= times 
then begin integer s,h1,t1,h2,t2,c; real r0,r1; arithm:=O; 
s:-sgn a X b); a: ':abs{a ; b:=abs b); 
h1:=entier a 106); t1 :=a - h1 X 106; 
h2:=entier{b 106 ; t2:=b - h2 X 106; 
r0:=t1 x t2; c:=entier rO 106); rO:=rO - c x 106; 
r1:=t1 '-.&.- + hlxt2 + c; c: entier r1 104); r1:-r1 - cx10 4; 
if h 1 X h2 ·+ c = 0 then ari thm: s X r1 X 106 + rO 
else errorm overflow x) ) 
end 
else if op= div1 
then begin arithm:=O; if b = O 
then a·ri thm: =sgn a x b) 
else errorm o·verflow 
x entier(abs a b)) 
)-- ) 
end 
else if' op div2 




0 A abs a)< abs b) 
sgn(axb)xentier abs a b)X1010) 
overflow ) 
else begin real value; vaJ..ue: =a x 1 O + b; arithm: =O; 
if' abs{value < 10 10 then arithm: = ~....a...ue 
else error1·n overflow : ) 
end arithm; 
real procedure read w value; 
begin real con, a, :field, auxl, aux2, aux3· . t , in eger l,r,s; boolean comma read; 
con: =O; 
for synt unit: =synt unit, synt unit while corr1rna read do 
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begin a:=read expression; 
if synt unit - paren 
end; 
then begin read synt unit; field:= read expression; 
if field= 5 then con:= a 
end 
else if field - 0 then con:= sgn(a) X abs con) 
else if field - 15 then con:= sgn(con) x abs(a) 
else begin l:=entier field 10); r:=field - 1 x 10; 
if O < 1 A 1 < r Ar< 5 
then begin if 1 0 then s:=sgn con) 
else begin s:=sgn(a); l:=1 end; 
a:=abs a; con: abs con); 
end 
aux 1 : = 1 80 6-1 ) ; u..t : == 1 i:)O 5-r) ; 
aux3:-aux1 au.x2; 
con:-s X (entier con aux1) x aux1 + 
(a - entier a a~~)xaux3) x aux2 + 
co~ - entier con aux?) x aux.2) 
else errorm( illegal fiel~) 
end; 
i:f synt unit = thesis then read synt u.::.-iit 
else errorm ) requir -.A-, 
else con: =a; 
if synt unit= comma 
then begin comma read:=true; read synt u.1it end 
else comma read:=false 
read w value:=con 
end read w va.l.ue; 
procedure read mixal program; 
begin integer inst, last label; real equiv; last label: - 9999; 
for inst : = 0, inst while inst end do 
for synt unit:=colon, synt unit while synt unit - colon do 
if read synt nnit symbol 
then begin if synt unit~ sep then errorm symbol requir '="--1'.); 
synt unit:= colon 
end 
else begin inst:=last symbol; 
if read synt unit= colon 
then begin if type - undefined 
end 
then begin if t[last symbol+2] = 0 
then begin t[last symbo].+2] :=last label; 
last label : =last symbo.l 
end 
end 
else if type local label 
then begin if h[last symbol]= 0 
end 
then begin h[last symbol]:=last label; 
last label: ::,-last symbol-1 
end 
else errorm local label used twice) 
else erronn( illegal label) 
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else begin equiv:=lc; 
if inst< last inst 
then produce le, read mi.x ma,chine inst inst) 
else if inst - equ 
then equiv:=read w value 
else if inst= orig 
then lc:-read w ·value 
else if inst con 
then produce lc,read w value) 
else if inst = alf 
then produce lc,read 5 char) 
else i:f inst= end 





errorm - known instructio~ • ,
if synt unit sep 
then errorm(~separator require ); 
for synt unit:=synt unit while synt unit sep do 
read synt unit; 
update last label, equiv); last label:=9999 
end 
end 
end read mixal program; 
boolean procedure possible address); value ad.dress; real address; 
possible:=if O <address/\ address< 3999 
then m[address] = 0 /\ address dangero·us 
else false; 
real procedure read mix machine inst instruction); value instruction; 
integer instruction; 
begin real a ~ ,i ~t,f part,c part; 
a part: =i pal:'t: =O; aux:, abs t[ ins·truetion + 1]); :r pf:1.r·t: --:aux : 102,; 
c part: aux - :f _tJ·· t X 102; f part: =f part - :f part : 102 x 102; 
i:f synt unit = symbol 
then begin if ty·pe = nnde:f ined 
end 
then begin a part: =t [ last symbol + 3]; :future : =·true; 
if possible le) then t[last symbol+ 3]:=lc; 
read synt u..rii t 
end 
else if t = local forward 
then begin a par·t: =f [last symbol]; :future: =true; 
i:f possible le then f [last symbol]
2
: le; 
read synt u:..rii t 
end 
else a part:=read expressio~ 
else if synt unit - equal sign 
then begin real ,-'-1,,,ue; 
a part: last co11stant; fut1JJ'e: =true; 
if possible le) then last constant:=lc; 
read synt unit; value: -read w value; 
end 
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lit cons p·tr: =lit co11.s ptr - 2; 
test o:i.1. o·verflo·w table ptr1 ; 
t[lit cons ptr + 1]: :aux: entier(abs value) 106); 
t[lit cons p·tr + 2] :=sgn value)x abs(value) - auJ0<106); 
if' synt ·unit equal si.,..,..n then read synt unit 
else errorm = require 
else if 7 synt unit=comma V synt unit=pa.ren V synt lli1.it=sep) 
then a part:==read expressio~; 
if synt unit - cornm.:3. 
then begin read synt unit; i part:=read expression end; 
if synt unit = pa.ren 
then begin read synt unit; f part:=read expression; 
if synt unit = thesis then read synt unit 
else errorm require-...r 
end; 
if' abs a :pa.r·t ) > 9999 
then begin errorm{ abs a part) > 99919~); a part:=O end; 
if' i J:)8.rt < 0 V i ~~3.rt > 99 
then begin errorm i ~:t < <) V i part > 99 ) ; i p!3,rt: =O end; 
if f part< 0 V f art> 99 
then begin errorm f' par·t < 0 V .f pa.rt > 99 ) ; f part: =O end; 
read mix machine inst:=sgn a part) x 
abs a part) x 106 + i part x 104 + f ·...:rt x 10? + c p~3:rt) 
end read mix machine inst; 
procedure produce address,value ;value address, .........,,.,ue;real address,vaJue; 
begin if code then print line; 
if 7 0 < address A address< 3999 
then begin errorm wrong address );b·u:f:fer -28,1,-10,address) end 
else begin i:f address - le /\ address - dangerous V m[address O) 
end; 
then errorrn ad.dress already use'-"--' ) 
else begin if' :future A value = 0 then d, ................ __;:erous: ==address; 
m[address]: =·value; 
buffer -14, if future then -3 else 5, 2, value) 
end; 
bu:f:fer -35, -2, 2, address; 
if address - le then lc:=lc+1 else line[-40]: =ext asterisk) 
:future:=false; code:= true 
end produce; 
procedure u..L~ ...... ate label,equiv ;value label,equiv;integer label;real equiv; 
for label:=label while label= 9999 do 
begin integer symb, link, ad.dress; 
if label > 0 
then begin symb:=label; label: t[symb + 2]; 
link : =t [ symb + 3 ] ; aux: =t [ symb + 1 ] ; 
t[symb + 1 ]:= - aux+ line n1.Jmber+l - aux:104)X104); 
t[symb + 2] :=aux: =entier abs equiv) 106); 
t[symb + 3]:-sgn eq·uiv) X abs equiv) - aux x 106) 
end 
else begin symb:=-label-1; label:=h[symb]; h[symb]:==O; 
link:~:f[symb]; :f[symb]:=9999; b[syrnb]:=equiv; 
de:t~it1ed local backt~d[ a.},rmb]: =true 
end; 
for lir1k: =link while 1 irlk 9999 do 
-ill'Pl r:•" I ~ 1DS (· e·qu· ·1,r) ",~), Q!~9 .. ,Q 
. '. . i!_4,, I\,,,, . ' r,g ,,_#' j,.-.# ,.,,-1 < ,/ 
t"hen bei";in .link: =9999; errorm( abs(future ref) > 9999 ) end 
else begin address: =l irlk; link: =ei1tier{m[ address] lo6); 
· produce ( address, sgn( equiv )x{m[ ruidress] + ( abs( equiv )-1 ink)x106) ) 
end 
end update; 
:E~<:?w<?a~~~~- buffer(p,n,m,val.ue);va.Jue p,n,m,value;integer p,n,m;real value; 
begin ir1teger i, j, q; real aux1; 
i.f n > 0 
't'lier1 line[p - (abs{m)+1 )Xn - 1] :=ext if value<O then minus else plus); 
auxl:=1,J bs(nxm); value:=abs(value) - entier(abs 1,..,1..ue) aux:1 x aux1; 
for i:=abs(n)=l step =1 until Odo 
begin at1x1:==1 m xi+ j; q:=entier ....... ue aux1); 
value: =value ~··· q x aux1; 
if q > 0 \/' i = O A j = 0) then m: ,.abs m) ; 
if m > 0 then line[p - ( m+1 Xi+ j)]:= .. ext q) 
;U i19 P HI 
end 
end buffer; 
procedure traverse tree(investigate, symbol); value symbol; 
integer SJ111bol; procedt1re investigate; 
if symbol O 
then begin integer llink, rlink; a·ux:=t[symbol]; 
l'link: =aux : l04; rlink.: -aux - llink X 104; 
traverse tree investigate, llink); 
investigate{symbol); 
traverse tree( investigate, rlink) 
end traverse tree; 
proced1xrc buffer symb s, lb, ub); value s, lb; integer s, lb, ub; 
if s < 0 
then begin li.ne[lb]: = -s.-1; line[lb+1] :=ext letter h); ub: =lb+2 end 
else begin integer p, q, v-alue, i; ub: =lb; 
for p:=s + 4, p + 1 while t[p - 1] > 0 do 
begin value:=abs(t[p ·; 
end 
for 1:=3, i - 1 while value Odo 
begin aux:=100 .. i; q:=vaJ.ue : aux; 
value:=value - q x aux; 
if ub = 99 
then begin line [ 99]: =2000 + ext (space); 




1; ub:=ub + 1 
end buffer symb; 
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procedure buffer constant(s); values; integers; 
begin integer ptr; 
if code V text then print line; 
buffer symb(s,O,ptr); line[ptr]:=ext colon); 
if ptr > 15 then begin last pos: ptr; print line end; 
buffer symb con,15',p·tr); last pos:=ptr + 5; line[last pos]: xt O) 
end buffer constant; 
procedure insert constants; 
begin ~rocedure define{symbol); value symbol; integer symbol; 
if t[symbol+1] > 0 A t[symbol+2] = 0 A t[symboi+3] 9999 
then begin integer equiv; equiv:=lc; 
buffer constant(symbol); produce(lc, o); 
t [ symbo.1+2] :-9999; up.late ( symbol, eq·ui v) 
end define,; 
integer symb, address, ln; 
code:=true; ln:=line number; line n1.1niber:=6709; 
for symb:- -1 step -1 until -10 do 
if f[-symb--1] 9999 
then begin integer equiv; equiv:=lc; 
end; 
bu:ffer constant symb); produce(lc, O); 
h[-symb-1]: =9999; update symb, eq_11iv) 
traverse tree(define, 1); 
1 ine n11mber: =ln; 
for address:=last constant while ad.dress 9999 do 
begin real v-alue; last constant: =e:::-1:tier(m[address 106); 
value:=m[address] + le - last co:is·ta..Y).t) x 106; 
aux:-t[lit cons ptr + 2]; 
produce le, sgn(aux)x(t[lit co11.s ptr + 1] x 106 + abs aux))); 
lit cons ptr: lit cons ptr + 2; 
· produce(address, value) 
end 
end insert constants; 
procedure d1lmp symbol); value symbo.l; integer symbol; 
if t[symbol+l] < 0 
then begin integer ptr; real value; aux:=t[symbol+3]; 
value:=sgn(aux)x t symbol+2]xID6+abs aux)); 
line number: =abs t [symbol+ 1 ] ) : 104 - 1; 
buffer -14, 5, 2, value); 
if line nurnber > 6708 then line (-3]: = ext plus) 
else bu.f':fer -4, -1, -4, line n1J.IDber); 
buffer symb symbol, O, ptr); last pos:= ptr ·~ 1; 
print line 
end d1lmp; 
procedure dump symbol table; 
begin new page; 
printtext vaJue and line num~er or defined symbols: ); 
prsym ext nlcr)); prsyrn( ext n.lcr) ; 
· traversetree(dt11np, 1); newp,::43e 
end d11mp symbol table; 
procedure initialize; 
begin integer i; 
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procedure rc(s); integers; s:=read char; 
erro11eous : =false; from str·i.ng : :true; read ptr: =O; 
rc(underlining ; rc(bar); re( space ; rc(as·terisk); re( semicolon); 
re colo11); rc{co!l'lln:=:i.); rc(poi11t); re pare11); re thesis ; re equal sj_gn ; 
re pl11s); rc(minus); rc(tjmes); re div1 ); rc{dec ; rc(letter a); 
rc(letter z); rc(letter b); re letter f); re letter h); read char; 
quote:=94; nlcr:=92; tab:~91; 
sep:=101; number:=102; symbol:=103; div2:=11)4; 
undefined:=0; defined:=1; local label:=2; local backward: 3; 
local forward:=4; 
table ptr1:=1; lit C011S ptr:=2000; t[1]:=t[3]:=0; t[4]:=9999; 
for i:-= -40 step 1 w:itil 99 do line[i]:-ext space); 
"'" 
for i:=0 step 1 until 9 do 
begin h[ 1"]: ~6'; f [ i]':' .:.:9999; de~ined local back:wa1·d.[ i] :-false end; 
last co11stru1.t: =9999; 1 c: =O; datige rou.s: - -1 ; 
fu-t1..1.re: =code: =text: =false; 
pos: =last pos: =line nlunber: =u 1 : =b1 : =(); 
for synt lll1i t: =sc~ 1J, synt u11i t while syi1t u:r1i t = sep do 
if read synt unit = sym1)ol 
then begin read S:')n.1t lll1i t; 
t[last s3rm.bol + 1] :-104 + read atomic expressio.L--i 
end 
else if synt unit sep /\ synt w.~it 
if synt w1i t = paren 
paren then errorm 
then begin last inst: =last sym1)oJ_; 
read sy:1t unit; alf: ==last~ s:;.,:mbol; 
read syi1t U11i t; cor1: =last Sjr:m.1)ol; 
read sJrnt u11.it; er1d:=last symbol; 
read Sjrnt u11it,; eq11:-last symbol; 
read synt unit;ori~:=last symbol; 
Bil 
if read synt unit thesis then errorm 
end 
else errorm( er O ); 
if e r-roneous then 
e·c 03 
r 07 • , 





integer procedure read fron1 s·t~ring; 
begin read from str in.e;: =s·t ring symbol read ptr, 
j3np 553; e11.t5 265; ld4 ' 51 1+; 
4Jt 7; jl S19.X 2(J6; cmp6 
,,.. 
570; 
j1p 251; j6n 056; • 25··7; Jxp 
cmp2 572; dec2 ,,.- 361; 102; e11n1 
062; inc2 j 1 Jl 051; j2np 55~; 
x; : , . = 1, x : azbfh 
dec6 166; inc6 066 
e1m5 
• 365; :f s·1.1b 602 
ldx 51 ·7; st4 534 
ent1 261; :fadd 601 
j4p 254; ja.t1p 550 
I 




decx i07· • I,. , er.m3 
fciiv 604; • in 
j211 052; j2p 
j ·b11.s 042; • JllO"V 
ld5 515; lda 
st2 532; s·t6 
cmp3 573; cmp~ 
dec5 
,,,. 
1 t:>5; deca 
eju16 366; e11.11x 
e11.tx 0?,·7. ,_ , :fcmp 
inc3 063; • r lt1.CJ 
j 1J1Z 451; j1z 
j3p 0c-3 ) .. ' , jl+np 
• 050; • Jan Jap 
• 357; • JX1ln JXr'lZ 
ld3n 523; ld4n 
ldx:ri 52·7; mul 
srax 306; s-t 1 
stx 537; s1..1.b 
j3;~ 153; j l+ru1 
j5nz 455; j5z 
• 350; • J&Yffi J 8.i.'>lZ 
jle 947; • J ~a.e 
alf C011 
read ptr: read ptr + 1 
end read :from string; 
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51 •'.:) • ,,,. 516; l•j_::::> I , 
105; I cm1)•-I- 574; 
363; e11.r1a 360; 
Ol+l+; inc4 061.i-; 
0 52· 1_ , j 1.i:r1 0511-; 
347; • 557; JX11.p 
510; move 11)7; 
5J6; s·l~z 51+ 1; 
575; cmpa 570; 




670; :fm.111 603; 
065; • 060; ll'1Ca 
1 51; j~~:n:r1 35.2; 
554; j5n 055; 
250; • 647; Jis 
45·7; • 157; JXZ 
524; ld5.n 525; 
503; num 005; 
531; st3 533; 
502; j~z 152; 
354; j 4:.'1Z 454; 
155; j 611...'1 356; 
450; jaz 150; 
847; • 247; J i':J"'l 
e11.d equ 01~ig ) 
integer ~p_r_o~c~e_d~ur~e sgn 
sgn:=ir a< 0 then -1 
a); value 
else +1; 
a; real a; 
integer procedure e.xt(c); value c; integer c; 
ext: if c =· 69 then 127 
else if c > 35 then c + 27 
else c; 
begin: initialize; time 0:-
read mixal program; 
prsym ext nlcr)); printtext 




if 7 0 <start/\ start< 3999) 
then erro:r:m wro11.g start address ) 
nop 00(); SJ.:'C 5{J6 
5 ·7·7; deL:)+ 16L~ cn1px -
eJ1.t3 263; ent'"l 260 




ld1 511; ldl 513 
out, 045; sra 1 ,J6 
ad<i 501; cmp1 571 
dec1 161; dee] 163 
et1.n2 36°. ' , e11.11.4 364 
e11.t4 26 L+; et1t6 266 
hlt 2<)5; in.c 1 061 
• 01.1-3; j 1 :111 351 lOC 
j 0]'1'" t:._ . ,__, 452; j ~3::1 053 
j5p 255; j6np 556 
• 
0 1+7j jred 04,5 JlTip 
ld1n 521; ld2n 522 
ld6n 526; lda.tl 520 
sla 
r 
OOo; slc 406 
st5 535; s·ta 530 
j 311....vi 353; j311z 453 
jl+z 154; j5nn 355 
j6nz 456; j6z 156 
• 547; • 747 Je Jge 




if erro.n.eo·us then errorm ::i.~.ixal prograro inco-rrect · ) ; 
prsym ext nlcr ; printtext trar1sla·tion tjme: ; 
abs:fixt ( 4, 2, tj_me - ti·me O); print text sec. ) ,; 
dump symbol table; 
mixal assembler:= 7 erroneous 
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66 66 66 <;,,4 94 












































j_ (I U 
1 (J:.. 
:: 0 2 
1 0 . - ,.) 
:i. r, 4 
j_ (; :5 
~, ( 6 ... "' 
l t. 7 
108 
~ ~ 9 • lJ 





.. ~ ,; ... - .,, 
11 :) 
.. "' ... 
"' .. I 
1jU 
CODE! 







,. n '* '-.., '; 
co~~ 
TYPF: co~ 
VA~UE CF NUM~ER:CON 
~PRCNECUS: co~ 
AT EXPR: CO'J 








I ( t 
I,.. ' 





L A S T CC N S T A N ·r : 




1 ~J BU F X : 
1ti6L1F: 
CL: T F3 UF X : 
("; L' .. .:::; ' I F' • -...., 1,.-\,,i I 





















OR : (; 
OP. : 11 
OP.IG 
0~ G 






























* + 10 
* + 10 
.i, + 16 
~ ... ~ 6 -~ 
* + 24 





II SPACE FOR ARRAY··~·· 
• 
11 s P A c E r o R AR R Av s , 1-1 , AN D ' r , 
,, woqK SPACE FOR CARD QEAOER 
II 1 N?UT DUFFEij FOQ LAR~ READER 
-
II '.\IO R K S P A C E F C R L I NE P R I N i E R 
'1 OUTPUT BUFFER FOR L!~E PRiNTER 
TABL~ 11 s?ACE FcR svMeo~ rAB~E 
II BE. G I N OF Pt: RM AN E: NT P .l. RT OF ASSEMBLER 
Tt'.8:..,E PTR1: .... 





'"'R'G' \., I • I 
BASE: 
SYiESlZE: S: 
,-., AX BYTE: 












MAX ADDR~SS~ CON 
~AX WORD: CON 
LENGTH Of MEMORv: 
(Q\J 
HU~D~EDTHOUSMND:co~ 
S PAr-;:5 • ... ,_ . A I F ·~ 
JC6 Sf. ?i\KATOR: At F •• 
ERROR: AL r· 








1 ( 4 : t,) 
s-1 
s-1 <4:4), s ... 1 
s-::. (1:1), s-1 
3999 
1occoo 
' 11 11 
• 
,ERROR 
< 5 : 5 ) 
<2:2), s--1 (3:3>, s .. 1 (4:4>, s-1 C5:5> 
• 















t'tJ "'•I ~ ., "' 
,;~:, = l
~lj .,, 
~::, , j 
d,'j :,4 
/.~ ✓, 
I. c. , b 
; , :> ,' 
• • 
·,, . , ,,. - ~ ?~ 
.,.,~ 'Jo -
c ';, ':> 'i 
,o bu 
!:~ o:. 
,; .:, b ~-- (.. 
"'.'. b 6 .. ~ 
l.~ Ci4 




!. ?j b '-I 
.c'. tj / u 
c~ 7 l 
_:!~ Id, 
l'. C ,: j 
ib 14 




cd I I 
.-::~ /'!; 





~ t1 I;) 4 
i:'.: ':, b , 








D 21662,1 GERTENVELDEN 
+ 01 01 0~ ~1 01 119 
1~0 









1<1:1), 1<2:2), 1(3:3), 1(4!4), 1<,:5) 


















































(! ~ 1 0 
45 
no 
12 79 00 
28 42 OJ 
00 98 
00 88 
0 0 :J2 
00 00 









00 00 47 
02 coo, 10 
57 00 ::8 47 
01 00 00 60 
12 02 oo c,, 
o o CJ a 
CC 16 00 U2 
28 62 oc :_6 
12 64 00 C2 










79 00 C5 10 
C 
0 
C 4:, 70 
0 05 47 
12 4e oo :.6 
















69 00 C5 
02 co 
0 0 \~ 0 
00 U2 











,·. 3- 6 ~ ,. '-' 
i;'? 52 
(;2 53 
0 0 5 ~ 0 C ,i ~ 6 3 
0 0 0 i O O I_ 0 6 2 
0 0 fl 5 5 2 
00 01 co 02 62 
00 92 00 (12 60 
12 04 00 o, 30 
00 00 47 
12 79 0~ Q? 10 
2a a~ oc r1:i s2 
•..1a a~ rio •,n i..o G. J. y ,J •· .,I 
U Q 6 6 0 3 l; ,, 6 3 
2 8 8 7 Q Q li ~ 5 J 




79 02 GO 10 
91 00 ➔ 4 33 





127 ,, ,,. a 
.!. r. 
129 
,t ·1 '.) 
.J.,.:1',j 
.. , 1 
,.I. .. 
,j • 2 .-. \,.-
1:~3 
1 ~'-i /; 





1 ~, Q -,, ~ 
1 '4 :.1 
1 " 1 
1 t.: 2 
1~3 
~- (. 4 
~ . -
,l. ~ ) 
i . 6 ... " 
1 «; ., 
: 4 e 
:;, 'y 
1: 0 
~ , .. 





j_ :> 0 
,: t. '7 ... -,; , 
.. " ,'l J. ... 0 
159 
1e1 



















1 t-l I 
2 t--1 : 
3H; 
II RA IS AN OUTPUT 
'' R ; 1 A ND P. I 2 A P. E 
PARAMETER rO~ THE CODE OF T~E CHARACTER, 
PERMANENT READING POINTtRS. 
ST,! 9 F 
LDA 7EXT 
AD~ CODE 
JAD PRINT LINE 









:... D .\ 
:NCA 








C :~ F' t, 
Jr: ... 
: "J 8 u f ,.. 1 5 
JOB SEpARA70R 





L ' 1'! E N U f\-1 8 E R 
1 -





!N5UF X (16) 
iNDUr.., l' 
J03 sE~AP.ATCR 
* .... 2 
11 SAVE RETURN ADoRtbS 
' 1 ) ! F i EXT 
11 ) 0 R ;: ODE 
II ) T H E \J ? q ! fl, T i I'-< I s L I NE 
11 .; v M P I r a u F F E N N c r E x ~ A u s T E o 
'' PCSS!eLE JOb SEPA~A~-OR 
( 4 : 5 > II I s I T A Jo B s E P A R A T O R ? 
11 ELSE cONTINUt THE READING 
'1 R E P C ~ T E R R O R : 
11 ENO ~F I NPU'l" 
11 RESl7 T~E INIT1AL SVMBO~ TAeLE 
11 i P :. AT T 1-- E NEXT PRU GRAM 
' 1 ) ! N C R E ,.\ S :: 
'') LIN:": NUfr',8ER 
' 1 ) AY ON:: 
II 'P~l~T' THE L!NE NUMBER 
11 0~~ ~FTER LAST WOHD OF BUFFER 
,, w A I T f a R C A Q a Rf.: A :J E R 
11 ) MOVr NEXT CARO FQOM APPARATUS 
'') :J'j ► ::-ER ~C lNPUT t:,UFFF.R 
,, Pcss 2L! JOB SEPA~A~CR 
(4 : 5) 11 IS i T A JU8 Sti'ARATC-R ? 
-
11 TH~N SKIP NtX~ lN~TRUCTION 
IN t N 9U F X 
1 
( ~ E .4 D E R ) 11 t-1 ~ AD N E. X i C AR D 
DEC:2 
J "'1\1 ('. 
LDA~J 
CM::,f\ 
' c-"" .... 
STl 
J:" N ~-, ... ... 
EN "J 3 
J3P 
E~T3 





J r-1 p 
L D ,I 
J A:~ 





"1 f ,.; 
I tJBUF', 2 
SPACES {1 
2B 
: 5 ) 
'' f> R E V : O U S ,w O RD O F l'$ U F F E R 
'' JUMP l't NCT 
11 Co"-ITF:~rs ci:-
'') :F SPACES 
II ) ,. H ~ '.I t I"\,., p . -,\..,...¥ 
AVAILABL.E 
T~E WUP.D (INVERTED) 
1~0UF + 1, 2 (0 : 0) '' E 1\ D Cr· t, U I- F :: R I ND I CAT CR 
-16 
5 : 5 /N ,3 
3f 







•NtJUF • 15, 2 
1B 
6 ! 6 /N , 3 
* ~ 1 (4 : 4) 
1N9Uf • 15 ,2 
* + 1 (4 : 4) 
ou-:-aur:- .e ... 15 
II ;~IT!ALIZE REAOINb PTR (TO WORJS} 
11 PQEV:ous CHARACTER ·~ BY7E ~ 7 
'' ELSE .;U~P 
11 i !'-J • 7 I /:J L 1 Z E 
II ',J E X i w I) q- D 
READIN~ PTA (~O eYT~S) -
II J U i": P I f' W C R D I S A VA I L ,1 SL E 
11 PoS·i10N = .. 1 
,, ENJ o~ LtNE READ 
11 '!" E X T C F O N E L I N E COM P L f: T E D 
II READ'/ 
II END OF BUFFER IND 1 CATOR ? 
11 THE~ SKIP REMA1Nl~G SPACES 
"POINTER TO NEXT ciYTE 
II MODIFY NEXT INSTRUCTION 
( MOD ) II ' R E A D I TH r. C H A R A C T E: R 
11 MODIFY NEXT lNSTRUCTICN 











~ :! ':i, .j 
~~b 4:, 
~~ 94 






2 .., un. . "· 
,:.;1 GI. 
t. 'J (J j 
,,, '..i4 
l.'-1 o, 
C. 'i (.; 0: 
d IJ O I 
t.Y tJl'.1 
~~ OY 
'J>; ~!I .. -v 
,, ..,. ~ " c... ~ ..,_ ..... 
,!.-i :., 
'•C::IJ 94 
t!. 'i ::. j 
··;c:'!; y,, 
c:. 'I l q 
~ 'i . , 
~ J. 
(!.'7 1='> 
* t,tl- 'fd 
I \l l / 
I.Y .::_t, 
,!. 'I i. ':,I 




,: ·,, d. ,S 
~';· ~4 
'c_Y 2, 
* "r!. y l t.> 
t.Y t!b 
':-i!_'/ l,4 




i>. 9 SU 




0 2!66Z,1 GERTENVELDfN 
• 12 00 00 C5 30 
• 28 92 00 00 47 
+ co 00 oo 00 47 



























































,]2 65 00 













06 00 44 

















o ~ a o 
00 00 













l' 2 4 0 00 
00 66 
oo 04 ~o 
0 0 :: 0 4 7 
V2 
DO 00 47 
00 02 41) 
~9 16 (lQ 02 50 
29 1.7 00 18 42 
12 80 00 C2 6:!. 
!3 oa 01; 24 
12 
28 
ac or, _a 
07 
45 
(J 1 0 7 

















































oo a: o, 
00 ,~, 37 
12 05 00 05 iO 




1 ·, 7 
'1 . 8 ... I 
,. 7 9 J. 
1bJ 
181 









,, 9 f"l .I, .., 
,. .. ,.., -: ... -
~ C 'J 
' , 4 -. (~ .. .,. .., .;) 
194 
"'c5 J. , 
l't6 
• C. ., 
,L. • I 
:i.913 
1 C, Q 
2 fl 0 
2 r I 1 ,. ... 
2U2 
2 C· 3 
2 ,. . u ~. 
203 
2 l) 6 





















READ 5 CHAR: 
2H: 
9H: 
AH• - . 

















E N 'T' ,\ 
S .,. c:; ' .,, 





" 1•1 . 
LOA 











r,i O V f". 
t40 VF. 
s ·~ z 
s 'r z 
JMO 
fl R 1 6 
STJ 










CHA~ " INTERNAL COCE Of LHA~ACTER 
MO::> II q ET u ~ N 
IS AN 0U7PUT 
QF' 
PARAMETER PO~ TwE CODE OFT~£ CHARACTERS 




i:::: • r:; ..,, . .., 
READ CHAR 
6 : 6 /N ,5 
NLCR 
Cr';~ R 
.,.. ... 2 
SPACE 
~ + 1 (4 : 4) 
5 (.HAR (MOO) 
5 : 5 /N , 5 
REt-D CHAR 
28 
., ) l s s y ~" T A C T I C .~ L u "' ; T 
11 ) A PO : NT ? 
'' ) E L. S 2: E R K C R 
'' !Nll!ALIZt BYTE POlNTER 
1' REA~ THE FIRST tHARACTCR 
' 1 PCIN'l"::'.R TC Nl::Xi BV7E 
'') qEP~ACE POSS10Lt 
' 1 ) F~ ND O ~ CARD ( NI.. C H ) 
'' ) 8 v SP r~ CE S 
II ~O~l~Y ~EXT ;~5TRUCT10N 
II STOR~ THE CHARACT~q 
' 1 I s : i T HE F I F' T H C. H A R A ' T ~ R ? 
II READ NEXT C~ARA~TtR 
II ELSl C0~71NUE 7Hl RfADING 
11 ~EXT SYNTACTltAL UN17 RE AD $yf'~T U~ IT 








'1 q E P C R i ER R OR : 
fl • RE~UIRED 
11 RETU1~ 
11 s AV~ RE.Tu R ~ ADD RE s s 
~ (PR'NTER) '1 ~AIT FOR LIN~ PRINTER 
OUTBUf X u) MOV~ Nf.XT ~!NE FROM OUTPUT 
0 u "!" B u F ( 2 4 ) II ) A V F :- E R TO A p p J.1 R A l u s Bu F F E R 
o u .,. B ur x ( o R I N 1' E R ) 11 P R I N-:- rH E L I NE 
S Pt, C :; S ( l ) '1 ) R E F : L. L 8 U F F ER 
0 UT BU f ( 2 3 ) 11 ) W , TH S? ACES 
cooE '' ~o coce 1N ~UFF~R 
T E X T II N O T C X T ! 1-J t! U F F E. R 
,.., 0 !) 11 RE T lJ RN 
CONTAINS THE ERROR NUMB£R 
gF 11 SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
pR!~T LIN[ 
ERROR 
OUiSUr + 1 
0 , 6 
11 P R I N 7 TH E ( : N C OM P L E T E: ) 
'' ) ' P R : N T ' T H E 
11 ) C~ARACTERS: ER HOR 
II E R R O R N U ,., 8 !:: R 
II ) ' p R : N 'j' I I T 
O'Ji8Uf + 2 (4 ! 5) 
S Y N T UN I 'T' '' S Y N T /\ C T I C A L U N I 1 

















'I. y .5 \) 
C. v cl. :J 








) I.J 4 ... Q 
t!,\/ 4 / 







I :., 1--. q -· . .., 
t,'-} ~, 
. ; . ..... .. 
r:. 'f ,.. ... 
') t .., I 
r;.'J ,.., 
I. '} ::> t 





I. 'J O '-
~ :-' c, 
C. '-:1 6 ,J 
'e_'-J 6/ 
l :1 b t:S 
I..Y b'i 
c,Y /IJ 
2 y / ".!. 
~9 72 
~ t."J 6d 
L'I /j 





-~ ') I 'I 
t'i BU 




















































0 21662.1 GE~TENVELOEN 
13 08 00 :i? 37 
12 11 00 05 10 
00 00 00 Jj_ 05 
13 10 00 o, 30 
13 11 ao 05 37 
~ 9 1. 6 (l O ll n 4 7 
00 01 00 ,J2 66 
12 09 oo 05 36 
oo 00 00 00 47 
29 43 00 02 40 
00 U2 40 
29 44 00 00 47 
12 00 oo 0~ 10 
DO 66 00 G1 60 
00 04 so 
28 45 00 co 47 
29 46 CO (:O l.i7 
00 31 00 01 60 
29 50 DO 04 50 
DO G2 50 
00 26 00 G1 60 
00 02 30 
28 28 oo ci, 14 
uo 03 oo 01 64 
12 26 00 05 16 
00 00 04 01 66 
DO 02 56 
1 3 2 8 0 4 {; ::> 4 1 
00 10 00 00 60 
13 28 04 11 30 
00 11 00 02 65 
28 45 00 00 47 
oo 06 no u1 60 
28 45 00 01 50 
12 00 oo 0? 10 
00 3, 00 01 60 
00 0~ 50 
0 0 0 1 0 O ,·; 3 61 
13 2 8 0 4 lJ O 3 1 
00 00 47 
oo 26 00 01 60 
~9 72 00 0? 50 
29 75 00 05 50 
oo 02 34 
00 55 05 03 65 
0 0 (; 2 5 5 
00 55 00 02 65 
00 01 00 01 64 
12 26 00 :)5 16 
00 00 04 :.,.1 66 
00 ;j~ 56 
13 28 04 05 41 
00 66 05 03 65 
29 83 00 02 55 
00 .'.l.0 00 00 60 
















2 tt 1 
242 
243 
2 4:l 4 
















? I', ,, 
.... ~ J,. 
2{:2 
2 !) S 
2 6 ,1 




































• • • 
OUTBUF + 4 (3 : 5) 
EXPR 11 VA~UE OF EXPRESSION 
OUT8UF' • 6 





'' ) ' PR I NT ' 
11 ) T H f.: V A Lu E 
11 P R I N 7 TH l S L I 1'l E 
11 ) NOTE 
II ) '7" H E. E R R O R 
If RE 'i u RN 
• 
11 R4 IS AN OUTPUT PARAMETER rOR iHE CODE OF THE SVN;ACTICAL UNli 
'' R•l DEL:VERS A POINTER 70 ~ SV~80L READ 
























J J., ".; p 

















CHAR ' 1 LAST CHARACTER 
'' lS IT A SPACE? 
II EL s E JUMP 





LETTER Z ... 
'' ) S ;:, A C E S 
SPACE 
SEPARA:OR 
9 ... LEiTER Z 
COMPL (0 : 2) 
TABLE piR1 
3 
Ll'T' co~s P"i'R 
0 ,4 
t" X , ..,. - ' 
TABLE ,4 
0 + · 1 , ... 
11 JU~P IF NOT A LtTTER OR OIG!T -
'' ' S I ,. A L E T T E R '/ 
II NOTE TH ; S { MOO f ~- V I NS,- RU CT l ON ) 
'1 ) F R E E S P AC E 
,, > 1 '.'I s v M 9 o L r A e LE 
' 1 E N ::) O F S P A C E c- 0 R ~ YI": 2 0 L S 
• 
'' S P AC : AV A I LA 8 L E ? 
,, E. L. s E. E X I j 
II C 1.. EA : J S PAC E F OR CH AR AC 'l" E RS 
,1 MO D I o::- Y T H E C. H A R A. C l E R ( ADO 1 J 
-
TABLE ,4 (1 : 1) '' STORE TH[ FIRST CHARACTER 








TABL.E ,4 (0 : 
Co~, PL. 
9 ... LETTER Z 
* .. 2 
COMPL (0 : 2) 
5 : 5 / N , 5 
3f 
5 : 5 
"' ..I.. 
LIT CONS P"':'R 
0 ,4 
EX 1 T 
i'ABLE ~4 
6 : 6 /N ,5 
9 + 1 
* .., 1 (A : 4) 
tr I N I T I AL I Z E BY~ E PO I Ni: R 
'1 READ NEXT C~ARA~TtR . --
,, I S I ,. A S P A C E ? 
II Ti-;EN SK! p ONc. 
'' C H -~ R A C T E R 
II I S ! 1' A L ~ T T E G: 0 R A O I G I i ? 
'' .,. t- ~ 11,; ..: u r1; P 
II) I NO I CA TOR FOR E.Nt> OF 
0)'1 ) A~P~A NU~ER1CAL tNFCqMATION 
II S y \J 1 .".\. C T I C A L UN I T L OM P :.... E T S D 
11 I S T ,..; E CH A RA C 1 E R A L. E T T E ~ ? 
II EL s E JUM p 
'' N07E OCCURRENCE OF LETTER 
11 PR~VICUS CHARACTER IN BYTE 5 ? 
' 1 EL.SE JU~? 
II INITIALIZE BYTE POINTER 
•t NEXT WORD WIT~ ALPHA NUMERICALS 
'' END OF SPACE FOR SYMBOLS 
11 S P A C 2 AV A I L A BL E ? 
11 e: L. s E E X I i 
11 CLEA~ SPACE fOR CHARACTERS 
• 
'' POINTER TO NEXT ~YTE 
II MODlFY THE LHARACfER (ADD 1) 






... I/Ol/J .. 120 
<. "I t, (). 
(!9 !JI 
'd. -I O 1,1 
• .t: 'I t 4 
•d,1 I J. 
!:)j 'I< t:. \/ 
I.Y tJY 
t. .,, 9 u 
l. t, 9" , ,I. 
'1.Y Y2 
t.'1 9,5 





t!. _. YY 
JL UV 
-~ C, 0;. 
J ii O c. 
jJ OJ 
,_ ~ C 4 ,., 
j·,. c, 
Ji-~ 0 O 
JIJ (JI 
.. t,'y 9., 
'I 'l ;1 "" V .., V ...., 
C. ~ ,""", \I vv \;• 
J \; j, lj 
j.j 11 
jl) 12 
" ' ~ ' "' ;_,.. J. V 
."i~ 14 
.; 1,.I 1 ::) 
.5U 16 
J~ -:.._ I 
V ,!.9 94 
jl.J lb 
..Si., 1,1 
Ji; i u 
jlJ ~1 
j IJ ~ ~ 
J ,J t:'. j 
_:,u i4 
j ~i i!., 
.. I ' b ... I,; t:. 
,j IJ 2 l 
J '-' c::'. b 
j•J 't.':I 
Ju :.SU 
J IJ ,) 1 
JU ,.'S ~ 





j tl j ij 
Jv J'I 
j,J 41J 
0 2166Z.1 GtRT£NVfLD£N 
• 13 28 D~ DO 30 
• 29 63 DO DO A7 
4 00 OD 00 02 60 
• 29 se oc 02 34 
• 29 8~ 00 uo 47 
+ l9 88 00 ~~ 30 
00 0~ 50 
+ 28 28 00 05 11 
• 12 oe oo o~ 41 
+ oo oo 04 o? 66 
• 00 QA 0~ 01 66 
00 Ct! 56 
00 t;1 56 
+ 13 24 o: 05 10 
+ 28 44 00 u5 02 
• oo os oo o3 06 
• lJ 25 o:. u~ 10 
+ 2a 44 oo c~ 02 
+ 00 00 00 ~O C5 
• 12 oa oo o~ 11 
oc 02 57 
+ 12 08 00 o, 30 
~ ao 02 no 01 61 
+ 29 92 oc 00 47 
• 12 08 00 05 10 
• Jo 01 oo n1 56 
+ 28 40 00 Q5 03 
co fJ-1 50 
+ 12 oe oo v5 37 
+ 13 29 C4 C5 10 
+ 28 4a no c;5 02 
+ GO 05 00 0~ 06 
+ 00 00 00 Ol1 05 
+ ~2 08 00 3~ 01 
+ 12 08 oo 0~ 30 
+ 00 00 00 02 60 
• so :1 00 112 56 
• 00 5~ 05 U3 67 
00 (.)5 04 
• ,SO 21 OD C2 30 
• 00 00 oo o, 66 
+ 28 40 00 l, 10 
• oo oo on n1 os 
+ 00 00 06 OJ 06 
+ 00 00 00 co 05 
!JO 0:> 30 
• 12 08 00 0? 10 
00 05 03 
00 04 50 
+ 12 Q8 oo 05 37 
+ 13 2 8 O ·l f15 17 
+ 2a 44 oo e5 10 
• 00 o, 06 03 66 
+ 00 00 06 02 06 
+ 28 4A 00 05 02 
• oo 05 oo u3 06 
+ oo oo oo en 05 
4 12 OB 00 05 01 
• 12 08 00 0~ 30 











2 1.,, 'I • J. 
2~2 
2 '1 J 
2~4 
2c;.5 








3 (: 'i 
3i.i3 
3C6 
~ J~' ·1 
'- I 


































J f,11 !;!I 





















































E ~J T /I 
, 
TA6Lf ,4 (MOD) ~ sroR~ fMf LETTt~ OR 01G!T 
R(AO • 0 ROC:ED WITh h!XT CHARACTERS 
~~O " AT LtA3T CN£ kEiitR READ 1 
CO~TAlNS LETTER "~ME~ JU~P, ANO TR~AT sv~ao~ 
1'ABLE pTR1 '1 PO!,,,,,,.E:R TC NE-. 1Ni-O CEl..1.. 
VALUE or NUMBER II INITIALIZE VALUl OF NUM~tR 
0 , 4 ° E,;1,;D ')F l NFO .JVS7 STORED 
... 4 , !. Jt L:.NG;'~ or : ~F"O 
« JU~P ,~ C~LY CNl WORO WIT~ 01,1TS 3 r:' 
,,., r: 
t: ' 
,-A8LC - 4 ,1 
COhqEC:ION 
5 
T/\Si..C ,. 3 ,1 
COR~EC'T'lON 
'1 JU,✓ D If" Ot-;LY iWO WORDS WllH D1G1'75 
tt F1FTH T'.LL ~~~TH UIGIT 
n CANl:L MODIFICATION OF CHAqACTtRS 
• 1 s !'"l ; F T o r G r Ts · •~ T c R x 
II FIR~~ TILL '''7H U!GIT 
"C4N~2L ~ODIFICATION OF CHARACTERS 
"NUMERICAL VALUC Ot TEN O:GITS 
• 
vALUE 0~ NUMBER "~oqE 0 1 GITS TPEATED ALREADY? 
OVERfLQW '' THE~ OVERfLO~ NOW 
VALUE OF NUMSfR '' $TOR~ VALUE CF T~~ TEN OIGITS 
2 
16 
VALUE Of' NUMBER 
•1 P o , N -:- E R r o NE x T o I G I T s 
11 CCNTiNUE THE PROC~SS 
• 
11 ) SMIFT VALUE C8TA 1 NED 
HUNOREOT~OUSA~D 11 ) CVE1 FlVE DEtl~AL POSIT!ONS 
0 V E R P ~ O \'.' 11 J U 'I: P I F O V E R !!" I.. 0 W O CCU q S 
yALUE Of NUMBER '1 5-0RE •~TER~EOiATt VALUE 
TA9LE + 1 ,4 
cORRC:.Ci 1 0N 
5 
vAL UE oF" NuM BER 
V/\LUE OF NUMBER 
0 
S ! 5 ;N , 5 
- 1 • - ... . .. .. .I. -
~ + 
II F1VE LAST BUT FIVt DIGITS 
11 C A ·-4 C. : L IV: 0 C ! I- ! (. t, ,. I 'J N O F CH A R. A C T E R S 
!I s H I F ':" D 1 G 1 i s I N T C R X I R A ::: 0 
II N UM E. ~ 1 CA L V A !... U E O f F ! V t. D I G ! T S 
11 AD0 TO INTERMtOIAIE VALUE 
' 1 RESU~TING VALWE (NO OVERFLOW) 
II RA = 0 
,, > 111 u M 3 ER o F" e.., T ~ s , N L As T w o R o 
1•) WHICµ HAVE NCT B~EN F l~LED I~ 
,, 1-.1 oo I r v NE x; , I\ s r R uc T 1 o N 1 (0 : 2) 
MOD II l~UMBER OF 9YTfS NUT FILLED IN 
HUN O R E O i HOU S ANO ,, ) 0 N E , F' 0 L L O ~/ E C 6 Y 
11 } FIVE DECIMAL ztRUS 
0 , 6 11 S H I F i OUT T :, E 8 Y T t S NOT f I L. L E O t N 
' 1 ) '-!Utl·:'.RiCAL VALUt. lf\lDlCATtNG 
AUX 
VALUE 
'1 ) THE DECtMAL SHlfl OF VALUE OF NVMB~R 
OF NUMBER 11 VALUE OF NUMBER 
'' SHIFT OVER DECIMAL POSITIONS 
II JUMP IF OVERFLOW OCCURS 
AUX 
OVERFLOW 
yALUE OF NuMBER II srORS INTERIViED1A·rt: VALUE 
TABLE , 4 
C0RR2:CTlON 




'1 L A S T D I G I T S l "- H X 
11 {MODlflEO) ZtRQS IN RA 
11 NU fv: e ZR OF D I G l r S t N LAST WORD 
11 S~lfT DIGITS INTO RA 
11 CANC~L MQDlf ltA·ftUN QF CHARACTERS 
11 S t-1 1 F i D I G I T s I N T O R X , R A = 0 .., 
VALUE 
VALVE 
11 NUMlRICAL VALUE OF LAST DIGITS 
QF NUMBER 11 ADD TO INTERl~tD!ATE VALUE 
OF NUMBER '' RESU~TING VALUE (~O OVERFLO~) 




















,\ t.; 4 / 
~i:!'1 ~9 




j iJ ~ C. 
( ... ( 
\..' V .I \J 
_:i;.; ?4 
.JI) J, 
.) ~ :> 6 







.) ...; 6 4 
ii-.jlJ ?Y 
JL· b, 
j L; bb 
. .) V ':> I 
J. .. • ' ... '• 
•• jfj 




,~Ii O 1./ 
-~ 
1J i u 
t,_!J 61 
*jt· , 4 
r, .) Li , :;.. 
. 
'l>jtJ 4"/ 
J 'J / l 
j!J It. 
JU /J 
j tj / 4 
,j lJ /? 
j(; /!) 
..)C I I 
JU Id 
,5 C I 't 

















































0 2166Z,1 GERTENVELDEN 
12 05 00 05 30 
00 00 47 
12 0 c' 0 0 (: ~ 4 1 
30 43 oo ~4 50 
30 43 00 C4 50 
30 43 OC, u2 57 
00 11 00 02 66 
~y 26 00 00 47 
30 40 DO 00 47 
'-" ~ "' I'., I" 0 . ' ... C. V t:, (; ;J ,_I .,; 11 
50 
61 
.30 47 00 112 
0 0 0 3 0 · r ;.: 1 
oo 22 
00 ti4 51 
no ~1 65 
00 l,4 55 
13 28 011 :.1 11 
00 10 00 l:~. 61 
oo i:2 51 
13 28 0 11 2l! 17 




0 0 {11 5 7 
oo 01 67 
00 Cl 57 
oo (,1 67 
00 04 57 
oo 02 67 
0 0 (! 0 4 7 
on o4 oo u2 67 
;so 64 00 ~l 57 
00 00 47 
oo o3 no 02 67 
;.so 66 oo 21 57 
12 Q7 00 r')~ 37 
30 67 00 00 47 
JO 67 00 00 47 
00 10 01 03 61 
00 iJO 47 
14 99 no J2 61 
30 70 00 fJ4 57 
30 ,o oa 02 51 
J O 7 0 0 0 (! 4 5 5 
Jo 70 oo 34 51 
00 03 0:1. 02 65 
~8 28 00 !)5 16 
00 03 00 01 66 
13 28 06 ::,~ 10 
13 28 05 :5 70 
00 i)lj 47 
13 28 OS i.J;i 17 
00 05 57 
oo v5 5o 
00 01 00 01 65 
00 01 (IO G1 66 
JO 74 00 r;o 47 
DO a, 50 
30 83 00 0? 57 
0 0 ll O 4 7 
00 Ob 47 
336 
3~7 
.. I "\ ~ 






































































D- r i.· C. '-' .> 
J5"'JZ 
LD1 











'¥ D v.,. 
E!IJTX 
J '✓• p 
'"t,I TX 
11,,,.., ' 1 j 
STX 
E:-.1N1 ... 
J NI ;:, 
,.. ... ,.,.. 







CM 0 A 
JNE 
LOX 
J X ~1 P 
JANP 
D I: C ~.i 
DEC t, 
JMP 














11 ) 1S 4 NUMBER 
11 RE. i lJ RN 
11 RESU~TING VALUE 
u REPORT ERROR: 
11 VALu: OF Nu~eER roo LARGE 
II RE AD''( 
II ? O I N i E R TO N E Yr I N r O C E L L 
-
3 , 4 
LOOK FOR 
II ON L Y ONE \II ORD W I TH CH AR ACT E RS ·1 
SYMBOL 11 EL.SE cRD I NARY svri,cOL 
If TWO CHARACTERS 1 2 ~ 2 
LOOK FoR 
TABLE ,4 
S V M BO t. 11 E LS E C RO I N ARV SY M bO L 
( 1 : 1 ) 11 r , R s T CH A R A C 1 E R 
9 • 1 II l s 1 r A D I G I T ? 
L O OK f O R S v M DO L. If ::: L. S E O RD I ~ A R Y S Y M tj O L 
TABLE ,4 (2 : 2) II SECJND C~ARA(TfR 
LET 7 ER 8 + l 11 ; S I 7 LETTER b ? 
B '1 THtN JUMP 
LETTER F ~ ~ETTER 6 
F II J U ~' P l F' I T l S L E T 1 E R F 
~ 
LETTER H • LETTER F 
LOOK FoR SVMBoL ,, Jurt.p IF' !T IS NOT LETTER H 
LOCAL LABEL II Tv 0 E LOCAL .LAEEL 





9 • 1 ,1 
7 r 
'' RE AO Y 
II TY P I:. L O C A L f ~ R WA R lJ 
11 RF AD ·t -
II T v PE LOCAL BACK WA r< D 
II STDR: THE TYPE. 
11 PQ 1 N7ER (NEGAT1VE-1) TO LCCAL sv~BOL 
II LO(A~ SYMBOL fOUNU 
LEtJGTH Of' TABLE "' 1 '' ROOT OF B1NARY TREE 
... 3 , i 
TASLE pTR1 
3 
.,.. ABLE , 6 












'' POINTER TO LETTERS IN TREE 
11 ) PO I ·~TE~ TO LETTERS Of SVf'/.BCL 
' 1 ) ~o 3E ~OCKED FOR 
II COMPARE T~E NlW SYMBOL 
5 ) 11 w I T :·'( TH E s y M b O L ' N i R E E 
11 S E L E : T N E X T S Y M 8 ~ L , • f NC T E Q UAL 
II ) J IJ fir. :J j F T M f. s E A R t. TH E F I N :\ L 
11 ) CHA~ACTERS OF T~t SyMBO~ IN TREE 
II JU~P IF NEW SYM80L EXHAUSTED 
:i ) "-l EXT 
' 1 ) F i V E t., E T T E A S 
11 ) TO 3 E C O ,.., P A R E D 
11 Ju r.1 P I f' N E vJ s Y 1~ e o 1.. AL so t x HA us r ED 
11 ~"EW sv:v:eo\... 1s LONGiER 














.:. 'J l:) _, 
j~ 0~ 
,!{; bY 
jJ <:f O 
j IJ '1.l. 
.~ 1,,- 'I t! 
, . .j J O / 
j; ~J 
;.;4 j \.· , 
-~ ',i )I :, 
,. ,j iJ b ? 
'~ J l; 0 4 
J J 9 !) 
Jv Y/ 
.~(; Yd 
j ,_1 'i .,, 





,) l uJ 
jl 04 
.)'.:. Q:> 
- . v ... U? 
.. ·- ! • / '\.,.i ..:.. • .,. 
.5:. (_'~ 
.).., C'I 
4 J 'J b6 
' , . ...., .:.. ... •.; 
,!, :. J. l 
J.;. ll ,, , . ( 
.., .(. . " 
"~:t Dt.1 
... , ~ 4 
... - .I. 
j' 1 :, 
~ ... 
~~t.; b'I 
-' :. 1 o 
J:. 11 
J: 1ts 
j 1 l -,, 
·.l ;,; l.l "" ) - 7 .,,,,, .... 
.:i: ~u 
~ ' ,_, i ... "' -
(. ! ·1 1.· 
"-' - t!. ... 






































































0 .. -cc 
Ot., 47 
23 10 o, 






CO 00 O:. 03 
2a 2H oo o; 
13 28 0 ~ ,. ... 
00 
30 93 eo 
JO 92 00 
00 00 00 

























13 28 01 
13 28 o::. 
2a 2~ ori 
-1! 01 00 
13 20 c·· -
13 27 o.:. 
28 37 00 
1;:; 26 o::. 
00 O! 00 


















4 c; . ., 




































~7 oa n5 
Ob 00 05 
00 00 
01 03 00 
.:s 1 .. 5 ...... 
f ?. u • 60 
30 12 0? 00 () ~ 
0 -- (l 4 7 
co 59 CG 01 6G 
31 l Q tl O !; 2 5 0 
00 04 50 
2 a 4 5 o a !' o 4 7 
00 92 00 G:t 60 
31 21 00 (J4 50 
00 00 47 
OU 02 00 01 6Q 
J 1 2 5 0 0 f; 4 5 0 
0~ 
01 01 oo 
J1 27 00 
00 
00 
(; 4 50 
C2 60 
0 0 '17 
DO 47 
Ul 60 00 28 
31 29 0 0 ,,4 5 0 
00 04 50 
0 0 0 1 0 O iJ 2 6 1 













3 <,, 5 
3\/6 
... C.., 
,.) . . 
3:;3 
39? 





























4' 8 ~ 

















' " . I..,.; ... 




•MP .., ' 
LOA 
JAP 
L D X~J 
I.. p4 
S ... ' t ... 
5-:"A 























J A t·-i z 
J :'A p 
DEC,, 
JANZ 
E Ni /1 
JMP 
DECA 
J A 1'-J Z 
ENT"-




rABLE ,1 (2 : 3) "LEFT BRANCH 







11 "iEW ;HRfAD 
'' NEW ~EFT BRANCH 
: 3) 11 s·ro~E t-.Ew LEFT B~A'.'-ICH 
II C q E. Ai E N ~ W I t>I F O CI:. LL 
* ... 1 (0 : 2) II i~ODl~Y NEXT i~STRVCT!ON 
~':0[') 
NEXT 
TABLE , l 
-1 D ... 
;AOL.E ,1 {4 
Th5LE pTRl 
iA13LC ,:t (0 
T/\Ot.~ ,1 (,t 
TABLE pTR:i, 
TABLE ,1 
;J:iBLE - 1 ,1 
E~lD f'.1AR'<ER 
,.ABLE - 2 , 1 
• ' ... 
.., • !:]I I:" 





11 POINTER re NEXT 1N~o cEL~ 
11 CO•~ 7 · NU E TH~ SE AR t H 
,, R • G ~ i a RAN c H 
II JU MF I ~ 1 T I S NO T A TH R E A 0 
: 5 ) '1 T A K E THE i H RE AO ( NE. GA T ! V E ) 
,, NEW R1G~T 9RA~cH 
: O) II N07 A THREt~ 
: 5) 1' 5TO~E R:GHT BRANLH 
' 
II ;., C 1 ~ - E R T C N E: \\- I N ,. 0 C f: L, L. 
-
11 S "!' 0 R C A T I- R t t. 0 
•t ) l ti , ":' I AL l Z E 
II ) N:: w 
II ) ; N f .:, C E L L 
11 i~CR2ASE TABLE POINTER 
II ORD 1 ;~ARY SY rt. 8 CL S I OR£ D 
• 
11 pOIN7ER ro NEw svMBOL 
LEt·IGTH Or TABLE 
END MARKER 
.. 1 
II F' I 1\,1 A :.. T H R E A D 
NEW 




SYNT UN Ii" 
9F 






NLCR ... QUOTE 
t1 f 
SEP 
11 JuMP 1F oNLv oNf svMsoL 1N TREE . .. ) • J. 
11 SA 'IE T)'PE Of SyMBUL 
II PO i N TE R TC TH l S S Y M BO 1. 
11) THI$ SYNTACTICA~ UNIT 
•t) 1S ~ SVMEOL 
II RETURN 
Z II i S T ~ E C HA R A C TE R A OU O T Z 1 
II EL SE JUMP 
II R E A D N E: X T C f-1 A R A C T t:. R 
-
II I s I T A NL C R ? 
ll ELSE SKIP Ut~TIL NLCR 
11 N l. C. K R E AD 
'1 I S I 7 A N L C R ? 
' 1 E L s E. J u ~~ p 
11 ) 7Hl3 SYNTACTICAL UNIT 
II ) I S ,\ S E P A RA TO R Bf 






II EL SE JUMP 
11 ) TEX~ Of C~E INSTRUCT10N 











J : .) ::, 
.,~ J6 .. 
.,; l .j I 
J: Jlj 
• 











j .I. 4 () 
J::. tl/ 
J'.'.:. 4d 
.,. .. ) :. 4 J 
' " -. 1 ,.. 
V •• .. \.,I 
• ..>v "r '-
Ct._';' ~q 




.J - :> ~ 








.... - 1-,,' 





.j :;. b ':> 
.,) ::_ o O 
..SL bl 
j ;,;. b t:. 
J :. bY 
s:.. I u 





j: ,· j 
j: / 4 
~j 1 t)\j 
j: /., 
.s ... /6 











































D 2166Z.1 GERTENVELDEN 
31 27 co 00 47 
00 24 co 01 60 
.31 3A 00 04 50 
0 0 I; 4 5 0 
2a 45 no co 47 
00 4C OC 01 6U 
co {:4 50 
01 04 00 02 60 
co c10 47 
oo 40 oo 02 60 
31 41 00 i)4 50 
12 o5 oo o5 3o 
0 0 t10 4 7 
00 40 00 .;O 60 
31 '14 00 t_:4 50 
12 05 00 o, 30 
31 45 00 iJO 47 
s1 45 no ~!c 47 
0 0 6 6 0 0 (: t! 6 7 
12 00 oo o, 37 
oo cc oo on 47 
J1 4b 00 ~O 47 
J 1 ~ e O O l; 0 4 7 
jl 4~ 00 ~!O 47 
J:;_ 46 oo v2 40 
29 44 
31 54 
0 0 il 2 4 0 
0 C '.1 C 4 7 
:) C Cl O 4 7 
DO 
::.2 os oa 





















r· ~ 5 0 .,J •• 
(;1 oo 
12 06 on 
31 64 00 
:i.2 07 oo 
Ou 01 CO 
Ul 50 
Ul 6Q 
ll l 5 0 
': 2 6 6 
u O 4 7 




:J:, 1 D 
i,;~ 60 
Ul 50 






Q(j :,1 50 
0 0 L: 2 6 6 
0 0 (1 r, 4 7 
C: (l~ 10 




12 4 8 0::.. ~>3 
Jj. 74 OG ul 50 
oc ;~2 50 
uo 22 00 1:2 66 


















4 ,1 ,· 
4 i:: 6 
.a 4 9 
4 !': :) 









• I. • ,, \" iJ 




4 6 :j 
460 





4 ·, 2 
473 








































1 .... . \ . 
svr-,s: 
Df.FtNED: 
J ,4, z 
EN76 



















36 II SEPA~ATOR READ 















'' Et.SE JU~? 
11 READ NEXT CHARACT~R 
11 is 17 ALso A 01v1~10N s1GN 1 
11 E L s E ~ u r~ , 
11 ) 7~13 SV"ITACT!CAL UNIT 
11 ) tS ~ SPEC!AL. DIVISIO\' OPERATOR 
11 COMMJN DIVISION O~ERATOR 
II THIS SYNTACTICAL UNIT 
11 RETU~N 
11 OTHER SINGLE CHARACTER 
If THIS SYNTACTICAL UNIT 
' 1 S I l"I U ·- ATE A S P A C E. 
II lt..!SE.1T !T 





IS AN OUTPUT PARA~ETER FOR T~E VALUE OF 
'1 SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
TH:. AT f.XPR 
SyNT UNIT 11 READ ONE sv,T~CTltAL UNIT 





S v r,i B 
' 1 SAV~ RCTURN AD~RtSS 
11 LAST SYNTACT!CAL UNIT 
,, =s 17 A svM9CL 1 
Ii THEN JUMP 
NUMBER - SYMBOL II OR 1 5 IT A NU~BER? 











D E i:- 1 N E D S Y r4' S 






TASLE ... 2 ,1 
, 
II Ju~., p ! F I T i s AN As TE ~ I s K 
11 ~ : P O 1 T :: R R OR : 
11 ATOM;C EXPRESS:ON REQU 1RED 
II RESU~TING VA~~E 
'1 ~ E AD'( 
II P O I N 7 E R T O l N F O C I:. LL 
II T y P E O F' SY ~ 8 0 L 
11 : s I r A D E r I N E o s v M a o 1.. ? 
11 T r- E N J U f-1 P 
- DEf I NED Syf'/,8 
'1 JUMP 1r IT !SA LOCAL BACKWARD 
11 R E ;::, G rt T E R R O R : 
11 UNDE,-:- I NED SYf\'i8Ql. IN EXPRE:SSI ON 
11 VA~UE OF sv~BCL 
8f II qE~~y 
rl ERE , 1 ( 3 ! 3 ) 11 C. Ci RR ESP ON D ! NG LA 8 t. l.. 0 CCV RR ED 7 
?f ... '1 1' 1-! E N J U r~ P 
22 ' 1 R E P O R T E. R R O R : 








i'i1J1/J .. 126 
. .) : / d 
~ ,( . . 
•I;, J ? 
.~: 11 
,_. ;,., 
\.- .... "" -
~ r .:, - ,1 
.>: (),;. 
(' l-1,1 
-v • u c;. 
,. J '.A. ? l.j 
.s ~. 0 ,5 
... J 1:,1 - -
C: ~:i. /y 
cJ:. /,6 
=>J_: 6J 
~ • k . 
.,.,, .:.,. 1.,/ "t 
d- ( • 
y •• :> c:: 
-:-.>:. t.'I 
.j;;_ b? 
. " . ' 
~ .•. !) f) 
,l '.'.. b ,, 
J:. ~t, 
J" i:1"1 -
.5 ·.. y ,J 
' . ., . 
V •• J. 
.. ' \,! ·,; v- ..-c.,. 
.::.. '-}j 
j :. ,, 4 
• • .; ·• , , 
J . ',' ,, 
S :_ '/ / 
J:. 'Id 
.j ;._ 'y ~ 
Jt vv 
.j ( ? 1 









"' - J 
J~ 1U 





9/ • ., ., ... 




1 Jl 9'/ 
·· ~ l Y l 














































0 21662,1 GERTENVELDEN 
12 38 O:.. 
31 78 00 
00 
12 08 oo 




















r,~ 1 O 
i, 1 5 0 
v, 30 






8 3 Cr) iJ C 4 7 
a3 oo ,~o 47 
00 00 wD 47 
84 oc 02 -40 
Jl 84 00 82 40 
oo 
:1 o a 
()5 oo 
~J ~ 4 0 
,._ ~ 




00 37 oo (',1 
00 01 












12 ~1 cc 0=:> 30 
00 ~!2 47 
29 4-' 00 on 47 






00 Ol 50 
00 Cil 60 




r: 0 r ~ 1..: ... J. 
0 '.J O 1 
0 0 (j 1 
60 
50 
00 Ul 60 
on u1 so 
00 C1 60 
coo::. 50 
'.'.:.2 11 oo u~ 10 
00 oc oc co 47 
32 Q9 oo 02 40 
12 11 00 1, 10 
32 !O 00 01 50 
28 35 00 o, 03 
12 11 00 !5 37 
~s 38 oo c5 01 
Jj_ 49 on oo 47 
s 2 1 4 a o ~, 1 5 o 
J2 14 00 01 !:,O 
12 11 00 G!) 01 
31 93 00 00 47 
.31 t,9 00 co 47 
02 :7 oo 01 50 
J 2 1 7 0 0 ;: 1 , 0 
12 i1 00 !'5 10 
4,a 










4 • 9 -~
4~ J 
4C• . , .L 
492 
443 
4 <;, 4 
tJ Ii s 
496 
4 ':r i' 
,1 s a 
4..,9 







'.) (: 7 
5Dd 
5 f; 9 





































,. ... .. 






J ;J) 0 
S .,. .• ,,.. 
JOV 
J~P 































11 VALUE OF LOCAL BALKWARO 
II QE. AO" 
•1 v A L u : o ,:- Nu M e E. R 
•1 Rt,:AOv 
II VA L U E OF' L. 0 C: A 1 i ON CO U ~I T E R 




PARAMETE~ FO~ 1HE VALWE 0~ THE 
II S~Vt RETUR~ ACDRESS 
EXPRESSION 
EXPR 
S V !\.I .,. u N . -.. i' ' • 
PL.US 
ADD 




AR' THf"'! OV 
~E:1D Syl'JT ut~IT 
pt. us 
ADD 
MINUS - PLUS 
sue 
... !~ .. i:-s t.-1•1us 
I I . , ..... '" f' I"( 
~u, 
' "· 




'I" ' ~ i:.- s . . ' ... 
DIV1 -~ 
OE.C - 01V2 
T: 1'1ES BASE PLUS 
!::XPR 
MOi) 
EXPR (1 : 5, 
II I N I i l /:,. L. ! z E E X p R 
'' L. A S : S V N TAC ":" 1 C. A L V N i T 
• 
11 :S IT AN ~DCl~G OPERA~O~? 
II i H E N .Ju M p 
II I S l T ;, S 1.J B i R A C T I N G O P E R :\ T O R ? 
II THEN JUMP 
11 EXPE.::i Al~ ATOr:,c t.XPRr.SS!CN 
'' S ;:, V :. T H E V A L U [ 0 r I T 
11 i F o ·✓ E Rf :.. c ;,.z Tr. ;: N i..: E Po I:? T I T 
. 
11 R:EAv NEXT sv:-.i,Acr1cAt.. 1.11~,-:-
11 ; S 1 : ,\ •-t A DD : " G Of-' E R AT OR ? 
11 THEN .JUMP 
'' 1 S I T A S U BT R;, C T l NG OP E R A TOR ? 
11 THf. N JU:-1.P 
II s i T A t·l U L T I P L I C A i l ON O P E R A T CR ? 
II 'T' \.I E N J I I M, p 11,. ,J, 
11 , S , 7 A C. C M r,., C !\ D I V I S , C N O P f. R A T O R ·, 
11 7 HE "-I JU~ P 
II l s I T /1 s p E C. I ~ L O I V I s I O N O p E R A T O R ? 
11 7~E N .JUMP 
II '. S ! T A D E C ', M A L OP E R A i OR ? 
11 T HE. N ..JU t,1 P 
11 R ~ S U i.. T I N G V AL W E O F t:: X P R ~ S S I O N 
II RE':URN 
11 Aeso~uTE vALu! or EXPREss10N 
s A s E 11 Mu t. 1 : P t.. v e Y TE. N < i; As E > 
C: X P R ( i t 5 ) 11 R E S 1 :) R E T ~ E V A L U ~ 
~~AX WORD '1 f OR Cf. 0 V:;: R r I.. 0 W I F RA * 0 
READ AT EXPRESSION 
11 r: XE CUTE • EXPR 
NEXT 
RE/\D 
OpERAND II PROCEED 
ACDING OPtRATION 
WITH NEXT OPERANDS 
AT EXPRESSION 
• 












~',,u17J•l26 0 2166Z.1 GERTENVELDEN 
' 'J • V ... r. J,. 7 
.j I. 2 .J 
.,~ 2::. 
*.:,~ Ul 
,. ',} •J 









6 .$~ u..s 




.~ ~ J4 
~ jc;: :;, 
jt jj 
,~ I. .j() 
t; . < I ... It. ,... 




JC. " t!. 
j~ "IJ 
J'!_ ~4 
,;·· , .... 
·- t!. " ✓ 
.it!. 4o 
j~ 4/ 
c,·• f.tk .__,. C:, V 
jt!_ "'" 
~:::' ?U 
' . ~ .. ,.; (.. ., ... 
Jc:'. ?c! 
j C. ~J 
J C: j .-; 
J2 ,, 




\ ,J 6 'I 





















































12 10 00 c, 02 
31 93 oo nc 47 
Jj_ 49 QQ IJQ 47 
32 21 00 ;,;1 ,o 
12 ::.1 00 1,.1, 03 
12 :1 00 {? 37 
31 95 00 (;l 50 
00 31 oc 02 66 
32 25 ao G~ 117 
2 9 2 6 () 0 (1 0 4 7 
GO 00 00 02 60 
31 93 00 00 47 
31 49 00 (jQ 47 
32 29 00 t.:l 50 
00 00 00 U2 60 
12 11 DO fi? 17 
12 :.o oo c5 04 
31 93 CO GO 47 
31 49 ca co 47 
J2 34 no 01 so 
12 11 00 r,5 10 
00 00 00 02 67 
12 10 00 [•5 04 
31 93 00 (,IC 47 
co (i2 40 
12 13 co~, 41 
32 ~i3 oc 00 47 
't!.9 44 OD (10 47 
.s1 B5 ao or. 47 
12 12 00 0? 30 
12 05 oo 05 10 
OC 71 00 Jl 60 
o a L1 4 5 o 
29 44 00 co 47 
j1 8~ 00 :-_j(j 47 
ao o5 oa ,.~1 06 
2 8 3 5 'J C ~• ; 0 a 
r I"' r, o 5 c. ., .J V 
00 CJ? 37 
0 0 :_, 7 0 
00 G6 47 
00 05 00 fll 67 
0 0 l· 2 5 7 
1 2 12 o o r, 5 1 o 
12 :i.1 C G f 1 ? 11 
62 61 00 ..:t. 31 
:.2 ::..3 oo or. 3o 
+ 12 05 00 U? 10 
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Di;_: 1: A 
JI\~~ z 
JMP 




















S,.. ' J. 
J 'Ip 
r - ✓ 
;:, I l,_ 
Jtl, p 
5 T1 . .,_ 
J .. #,-=, 
' 
~-~ "" ' . . . 
'V: n "' ,-














E •4 T2 
LD4 
J4Z 
C ~1 Pf. 
JLE 
E "..!T2 
J ,., 'J 
,.._z 
:.J l 
TAB~E pTR1 11 INlilALIZE TAeLE POINTER 
RE AD Sy~ T UN I T 11 NE X T SYN 'T' ACT '. CAL. 0 N l T 
S Y M 6 0 L '1 I S I T A S Y r·~ B O l.. ? 
2r 11 ELSE TRY SEPARAlCR 
RE At' AT EXPRESS I ON 11 RE AO 1 HE NU M 8 ER 
LtST SYMBOL 11 ?QINTtR TC :NSTRUtTICN SYMBOL 
TAS~E -1 ,1 (4: 5) 11 STORE STANDARD F'IELO ANO CODE 
R E A D S y N "i UN 1 T II ~~ :: X T S Y N T A C T I (. A L U N I i 
SY t'i BOL 
SEP - 5Yf.180L 
* + 2 
,-i:-x-. - ' 
QPEP.S 






11 ) 1 S ; T f:, S E PA RA TO R ? 
fl JU~ P I F NC T A S !:. ti. I COLON 
II p R E. V C: N T I'll E w L ! N t 
11 c o :\i T ; N u E , r s f. P r.. R A T o R R E Ao 
II 1 S SYNTA(T:CAL UNtT A PAREN? 
II 7~EN PROCEED W;TH PSEUDO 1NsTRUcT10~S 
II q E p c, ~ T E R ~ C R : 
11 :~ST~ucT 1 CN D~F1N1T1o~s NCT o.K. 
11 sroµ THE ~Ac>1 1 Nt 
'' L A S T i ·~ S 7 R U C ; : O :'I S Yr.it BC L 
LAST INST '1 !~lilAL!ZE LAST 1NST 
READ SyN7 UNIT 
tLF 
REA~ Svt,7 UN!~ 
co~ 
'"' - ' " ,.. t' - U '' ' T r; L ""'L' ;:;, y ~ . . •
11 IN1T1ALiZE ALF 
·• :N•TJAL'ZE cc~ 
E ND '1 I N : ·r ; A L. ; Z E E \ID 
R E A D S v ·~ "!' U N I 7 
E: 0 U II I N ! T I A :.. i Z E t:. Q u 
R E A O S y ~J i U N I T 
OR 't; 
P.E,1D SvNT UNIT 
-..; r. s' -I - :) 
P R ' !Ii T L ; ~J E 











II l !\I f ,. ; A L ' Z E OR I G 
'I 'I E X T s V f',,. - /I C - ' (. ·. I 
'" • 1 - ' )A.. ... 
II ; s ! :" A "I' I"' E s ' s ? 
' 1 ... H ;; N ~ E - U - l, I ... ,. ~ I t"f l""!I 
II R E O O R "!" E R ~ C R : 
UNlT 
II P S i:. Li D C I N S T R • D !:: F I N l T I ON S NO T O • K , 
,, sroµ THE ~ACHINE 
•1 SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
,, LAST (Pstvoo, :NSTRVCTION svMeOL 
11 POl'TER TC ChARIClERS 
,, LAST woRD w'TH thARAcrERs? 
11
) E~SE SEA~C~ FOR 
' 1 ) TME LAST ONE 
TABLE PTR1 •1 NEW ~REE SPAC~ 
LE~:G~H Of TA8~E • l II ROOT Cf T~EE 
TABLE ,2 (2 : 3) '' LEFT BRANCH, EMPTY? 
v,s·r ., T~E~ VISIT NODE TU BE SAVED 
~ABLE pT~1 "TH1S NODE TO eE OtLETFD? 
~ELETE II 7~~~ DELETE !T 
C , 4 
48 
iltBL.[ , 2 C 2 
rt ) 
fl ) 
: 3) I! 
TR~VE~SE LEFT BRANCH 
A \ I) C "' ~ , ..,. ' N' ·:.; '-" · k~r\. ,, · ,.,, ' -








,,: 'i I..! 1 7 .l ... 12 6 
J~ Jl + 







;( d .j 11 •J 
!O ,JY 
JO '1,J 






'"~ ~ ~ b 








:_. I-{ :, ~ 












..... M i;. . I 
"'V'-" .J'V 
jt, 6~ 




.5 tj b 9 
jb IV 
"'J~ 4'1 
->b /; .... 
-.,JL lo 
.,,t.Y bl 
II i; 'if :;., d 



















































0 2166%.1 G£?.1ENVfL0£N 
00 00 02 02 63 
JB 3::. no ~1 54 
13 2 E! 0 3 (! ~ 10 
!3 28 03 4, 12 
~3 27 03 ·.13 4"' ... 
26 37 00 ,)5 17 
37 l.3 26 03 iJ:, 
00 uO 
23 28 00 u, 
SB 2" 03 Qo 
































03 oc 30 
00 :;~ 72 
0 0 i; 0 5 0 
{: 0 lj {j 4 7 
00 uo 47 
oo c~ 40 
0 Q ~l2 4 0 
37 50 00 00 47 
no oo oo :.a 43 
.52 80 00 00 47 
29 ::,6 CO OU 47 
12 27 oo Q5 17 
33 70 00 00 47 
DO:;? 51 
oo 9:t r.o r;~ 66 
29 26 oo ;o 47 
12 09 00 O=> 10 
38 59 00 !J2 51 
00 ;Jl 50 
00 92 oc {!i::: 66 
29 26 0(: (10 47 
co oo no :,B 43 
3 8 6 3 0 (l 'J ! 5 0 
37 26 OD u:? 64 
36 o:. no ~10 47 
29 ~6 oo :;0 47 
,i 8 ~ 6 Q Q (I O 4 7 
12 09 oo l)~ 20 
1 2 2 7 0 G ,15 11 
DO 00 IJO 00 47 
J 8 7 O C Cl ri 2 4 O 
co 99 oo 02 66 
sa 11 oo )O 54 
.58 71 00 02"56 
3 8 71 0 0 (j ~ 5 6 
29 26 00 00 47 
2 a 4 5 o a 1· n 4 7 
38 73 00 JO 47 







12 (1 l 
12U2 
1 ,,. ( -t:: l, ,) 
12fJ 4 
'I 2 ,., ,. 
J., \.' ,) 
12L 1.l 
1207 
12 (• 'J 
120? 
1 "' , ., 









12~ 9 · 










,, "' . 



















C f-1 P E ND t•l A R Kt: R : 




L '.) 2 
s ·r z 
L ') X 
srx 




I r,. ,.. 
... I/ e:'. 
J A p 
E "I N A 
STA 
S ..,.. I'. l r, 


















J M ;i 
2Ht !QC 
E N "!" ~1 
J :,, p 









0 I 2 
;flBLE ,3 
... ,.:,, E ' (4 • 
• • 
~ POINT!q TC SA~ED NOOE 
11 ) T>1Ri:AD ? CR 
5}'*) R 1 G:-,'!' 9qAf✓ C.H ? 
11-\~~ '"" • 
-"B' i:,- 1 3 
I "" ._ - - I 
( 0 : 3 ) '1 PE S E i i V P !:. ANO LI I\E Nl,;."lf:ER 
trJD fliARt<ER 
TABLE .. 2 ,3 
(.f.'.P END 1-iAAK~R 
pTR1 
•1 ) ~ES!T THE FIELDS 
11 ) vA~JEl A~D VALUE~ 
•• Ju"',P , r TI-P.E.AD 
II R: GhT BRANCH 






,2 '1 ) T~READ? CR 
1 
2 < 4 : 5 ) II > R , G ·~ "" E RA N c 11 ? 
II ELSE SEARCH ~OR THE THREAD 
11 TAK~ THE THREAD {NEGATIVE) 
:, 
(I • 2 
TABLE ,3 (4 
TABLE , 3 ( 0 
END ~1ARl<ER 
: 5) 11 STO~E THE THREAD !N SAVED NODE 
t O ) If i i1 R ;: A D I N D l C A T i O N 
' 1 IS TilS T~REJD THt LAST ONE 7 
V'S!T 
MOD 
11 ELSE CONT I hjUE 
1! REiU~N 
'' RA ls A BOOLEAN cuTP~T PARAMETER: RA~ - ERRON~OUS, 
11 R1 1 ,s AN OUTPUT PAR~~ETER fOR THE START ADDRESS 
9 r '1 s AV E. R E T u R N A c o R E s s 
1 N I T l AL I Z I: 11 I N 1 T I AL I 2 E THE. Mt.MOR V 
0 ( P R : "I 7 E R ) 11 N E W ::, A G E 






















« ... 1 
• 
11 pQ;NT THE LAS~ Ll~E 
• 
II s TA R T A OD RE S S 
11 1 s , i A ? c s s ; e L E A o o ~ E s s ? 
•t T f-( t: N J U M P 
II REPORT ERROR: 
11 WP C NG ST ART ADDRESS 
11 EPRa~ RECCVERED 7 
II E L s t. J u ft' p 
,, R::Poq:-r ERROR: 
11 PROGRAM INCORRECT 
11 NEW ? A GE 
' 1 P AR A~~ E 1 ER FOR TR A VE RS C: TR EE: 
11 DUMP THE SYM~OL TABLE 
'' I N I 1 i A L I Z E S Y ft', 6 O L T A 8 L E AG A I N 
'1 C O ,.., ? L. E l,j E N T Of E R RO N E OU S l N R A 
( 4 : 5 > 11 S T A R T A o lJ i< E s s ! N R I 1 
11 RETURN 
11 R E P O R T E RR OR : 
'' OVERFLOW SYMBOL TAB~E 
,, > s K I P < e u r P R I N 1 } 
• 














"'1'". '\ r .. " 26 
•' p • .. 
.it/-::, 
.j d / e, 
~ 8 i I 
Jb lb 
' < •• I u 
....~ '. 7 




-~ 11 tS t.'. 
_):; l;,j 




~: •! !j d '.:I 
.i? !;l:S 
'-" d t!"' 
,,.,~ ,;,_J,i 
V "" 7 I.,. 
...i,c 'll 






., d S' 6 




:J Y O 1 




J 4 U6 
J'-l U I 
Jy 01 
J-} UY 
U 21662.1 GERTE~V,~DEN 
+ 2a 2e oo 0s 12 
• 13 29 02 u2 62 
• 00 00 02 t2 63 
a o c:: 63 
DO f!C 47 






























3e 49 oo aa 47 
J 8 81 0 0 ,; D 4 7 
C1 G 00 00 :.B 43 
.SB 83 00 .~b 42 
no oo o::. o3 5o 
oo 00 47 
se 81 :lo L:n 1,7 
CIO l:~ 40 
J8 87 00 fJO 47 
12 6' 0~ ::.o 44 
SB 69 Ori ib 42 
!2 79 00 .,~ 10 







r., 8 4 7 
f) 0 4 7 
r;2 4 o 
no ... ,2 40 
co uo 47 





28 4: 00 L.1 
13 03 oo :6 
OQ 37 00 
OC 38 OG 






















' , 3 7 
03 60 
t; !. 0 5 
~J 5 3 7 
00 oc 0:i L:1 62 
00 ~! 32 
04 00 : ... , 45 





























~ 2- ') J. I ... 
" 2 . . • I J. ... .• 
12i2 
12 ., J 
12i4 
!273 
1 ?"' 6 ~ '- I 
1277 






• 2,. L ..L ..... , ..;, 
12b4 















~l 3~ D 
• 
46 • I • 
11 NEX1'. FOLl.l"'IWS THf. Pi c.CE Of ?ROGRAM, SERV 1 NG AS A Vt.R'f SIMPLE MON I TOR I NG 
11 PqOGRAM, ACCE0T1~G SEVERAL ~IXAL PROGRAMS, ·SEJNG SEPARATED FROI~ EACH OTHER 
11 av A .; o a s c: P A R ;, : o R ( ,, 11 , N i ~ 1 E co i.. u MN s 7 s- A ".Jo a o > • 
II T~ESE MIXAL PQOG~AMS ~QE ~RANSLATEc AND EXEC~TED (:~ coRRtCT) CONSECUTIVELY. 
11 r H E Jo a s E P r.. R A , o R , s D r -:- E c T :: o s v r H E P. o u ; 1 "' E •· R E A o ch A R 11 c N L y ; s o o u R I N G 
11 E XE CUT : 0 N U F A PROGRAM , T ~ E JO 9 SE ~AR A 7 0 R W I '... L EE : G !\CS:: ED , 
JI . AS T11E AssE~BL~Q ALWAYS REAns ON~ CARD ·N ADVANCE, 1Ht CARD SUCCEED1NG 
. fl . TI-' E E \! D 1 ~ S T R 'JC T I C N ! S R E ,-\ D T O O B V i HE R O lJ i 1 :~ E II ,,., ' X ~ !.. A S S t. M 9 L E: R It • 
'
1 TH!S F~CT liAS TQ ~,f T1,KEN INTO ACCOUNT W~EN i~ - INSTRVtTIONS ARE PERfORME~ 
II 6 Y A PAR i ' , lJ L AR ,., •· X A!_ PRO GR A~ • 
'' THE l~ONl'fOR ~fKFS U~E or ~H[ AUXILIARY ROUTINES 11 S~tp iNPUT 11 AND 








E:-; ... 2 
EN :3 
D-:: C ·< - .__. 
J ,,, ;:, 




IA''•· "" ! •..
J"".P 
' •• 0 V ,,





I ,.... • 
._ Ji'.t. 
C ~4;:,4 
J ~~ E 
l ._, :, ..., . . 
TABLE pTR1 
iAB:..E + 1 ,2 
0 ,2 
~ND Of /tSS 
PU~~CH TRA.JECT 
1 .,, ' T -A· B. i:-
. '"t • l \.,.i.... 
~., ' X ~ L I~ S 5 :: M B L E R 
0 (PP.INTER) 
* (READER) 
0 , 1 
SK:P INOUT 
"1EX'T P=?CG~JtM 




!~~UF + 1,5 
If START ADDRESS or lRAJECT 
'I ) L :. l\i :; i H O F' 
11 ) TRAJECT (NEGA71Vt) 
11 Pu~c~ PER¥A~~\7 c~ ASSE~B~~R 
'' !Nil :ALIZ~ ~~E SYM60~ TABLE 
II T R A N .5 L A T E T t'i E 0 R O 6 R A :,I 
, 
'' NEW PAGE 
11 s K : p ,.. '--1 E F : R s T I N fJ u T C A R D 
'' EXECUTE T~E PROGRAM IF CORRECT 
II SK!P RES7 OF INPUT OF PROGRAM 
11 T R E A ''!' ! I-' :: N E X T ? R u c; R A ~ 
'' S A V ~ R E T U R N AC D R E S S 
-
11 READ NEXT Cf.RD 
11 WAIT FOR CAR~ REAOER 
'
1 ?CSS;e~~ JOB S~PAMATQP 
,}03 SEpt.RAiCq ( <I! : 5 ) '1 I S : 7 A J CJ 9 S E P A P. A T C R ? 
1 8 ... ,, i:- L {!: r: C r, ~' ... ' N I I E - ...,,_ vr,1, wi 
MOD ' 1 RE T WR'\ 
t.'I UN c H T R A J E c T : II R '. 2 CO N ,. A 1 N S TH E S TA R ; A J D R E. S 5 , 
• 
OU,.: 
II ~ I 3 






F" ~◄ ,.. A 










CONT A'· NS 
9f 
TH£ LENGi~ OF THE TRAJECi (NtGA~IVE) 
11 SAVE RETURN ADDRESS 
oursur - 1 
SPACES ( 1) 
OUTBUF" - 1 (16) 
PLUS 
•• ' NUS J! .. ' ' 
0 .2 
OUTBUf 
0 , 3 
• 
OU"l"BUF + 2 
0 ,3 
LOAD (Q : 2) 
ou~<Juf ( CPUNCH) 
.,. ( (DU~CH) 
II ) 
'') l"IIT1ALIZE 
,1 ) o u r ~ u T au F F' E R 
II CODE Of PLUS S!GN 
11 c o o E. c r r,1 , N u s s , G N 
'' 5 T A R 'i AO D R E S S 
11 co~.iv::R,. 1 T ro CHARACTERS 
11 s , o R : r H E ft', : N ,. o T 1-1 E c u r P u r e u F f E R 
• 
11 LENGTM OF TRl~ECT (POSIT1VE) 
11 co:~VER7 !T ro ChARACTERs • 
ll s T OR E TH E tli ; NT O T HE Ou T p u T E u F F' E R 
' 1 S.,.. ART ADDRESS + LtNGTH OF iRA.JE.C7 
11 rA. :::i D ! r: v I N s TR u c T I o N 
II :, LI ~ ( -1 A C A R D 
11 \V A i T f OR C A R D P UN L H 
o~ I . , .... . ' - , •• v J • . F), 
• • 











~YU17l•l2b 0 2166Z.1 GtRTENVELO[N 
J'-1 10 + 00 00 00 (11 53 
., jt 9 4 + ..s9 1c 00 (!2 40 
~y 11 ... 13 04 oo [1 2 61 
j~ :2 + 13 03 tto , 6 - 07 
., y :.J + oo 15 on D3 64 
JY 1A + 00 00 03 {) ~ 10 
,. ,5 ~ 01 + J9 14 00 tl 2 3 2 
JY 1:, 00 00 50 
(,{,/ 16 ..... + 13 19 0~ ~)3 35 
'-.; • / " . J. 00 00 47 
~ ' . ... ..., ~ ti ... 13 19 0 ,! :>3 36 
1,.59 1::> + J9 18 DO ;IO 5 0 
.j'! "\ y + on 00 00 ,; l 05 -
,~y 1/ + .59 19 no /J 0 47 
J .,. iU + 13 20 0,1 o, 30 
.;; "=' ~1 + 13 21 04 05 37 
J'=' lt! ... uo 03 00 co 64 
J9 ~J ... 00 01 00 (l 0 63 • 
,)'.' ~4 + ~\9 08 00 01 54 
,j ·..; t;? ... .39 ~ 4 00 r14 53 - • 
j 't ~6 + ,5 9 08 co () (J 47 
) 1./ 2 I + 00 00 00 00 00 
-:~ ,j c:'. ~4 ... ..S 9 2 7 oa :. ~ 70 
!l-j£'. ~j + ,S4 2 7 00 O:> 37 
• ~ • J 
,.,.. lr,,4" I.,, ~o + J9 27 00 r, 5 03 
,• ') • I t:'. :'.') .. ..... .,,, ... S9 27 00 (y;> 3 0 
.. ~ ':' ct, + 00 00 00 '. l 0 1! 
J' • l• 1 ':I - ... S9 28 00 1), 04 
. j !1 /:j + 39 29 00 1) 1 63 
..-_;, ,! /ti + .:,9 29 00 uo 67 
* v..:) /o + ,59 29 00 ( ' "\ ...... 67 
r-•·u"" AlJ!"\Rc-ss• ,._,, f ,. . • ...... . - I 




















1 ... ~ ., 















J32 MOD 11 RETURN Ir TRA~ECT COMPLETED 
E N -;- " OU1'6UF ,, ) 1NlilAL12E -
rJI O \/ E OV"'."9:JF ... 1 (16) ,, ) OUT 0 LJT 8LJfF=tR AGAIN 
E~N4 15 II INIT!A~lZE PCS;T10N ON CARO 
r...ot. 1100 , 3 ,, NEXT WORD 
JA ~J 1. F' II JUMP . F" I . NEGATIV':.. 
s-rs OU'r8Uf ... 15 , 4 ( 3 • 3) II STORf: PLUS SIGN lNTO 8UFFfR • 
J'-1 p 2F 
S76 OUTBUF + 15 , 4 (3 • 3) II STORE MINVS SIGN INTO BUFFER ' 
CHAP. 
,, CONVERT WORD iO .CHARACTERS 
• 
S7A OV'i8UF' ... 16 , 4 fl ) STOrtE THEM 
STX OUTBUF' + 17 , 4 II ) !~TO Ot,;TPUT euFrf::R 
INC4 3 II NEXT POS!"!!ON ON <..ARD 
!NC3 ~ If .:-,, E X T WORD FRO~ MEMORY ' .... 
J 11 Z OUT If JUMP ,~ CARD CQMPlETEO 
J3NZ LOAD 11 JVY.P .- TRA~ECT NOT COMPLETED . ,. • • 









r.~u1/J•l2b 0 21662.1 GERTENVE~D~N 




































!JO 00 00 :.2 01 
00 00 00 32 14 
O O O O O C ~- 2 14 
00 oc ou ~~ 30 
00 00 co ::.?. 15 
oc 0~ oo Jt. 25 
00 00 00 00 39 
VO 00 00 Sl 82 
fJQ 00 00 :2 10 
00 oc oo J1. 52 
00 00 00 39 27 
o o o o o o ;so 6 6 
00 00 co :.2 38 
OQ 00 00 (!ti 35 
co 00 ou :~2 00 
00 00 00 ..:,6 15 
IJO 00 ('IQ .;,6 45 
oo 00 00 3/ 12 
00 00 00 36 24 
00 OC 00 Ol. 00 
0 'l ~ l'I I'\ " - ,..J O 0 .._ V l,! ,., l., - C.. 
jQ Q(l 0Q ~A 49 
00 00 00 34 55 
00 00 00 J4 65 
00 00 00 J8 46 
00 00 00 12 03 
00 00 00 00 63 
00 00 00 00 60 
00 00 00 ,54 52 
00 00 00 J 4 05 
oo oo oa i':I ao 
00 CO 00 2b 31 
0 0 0 0 0 0 :;. 2 13 
00 00 00 JO 47 
00 00 00 ,~o 44 
CO 00 00 il(' 17 
00 00 00 :2 21 
oo oo oo no 63 
Ou 00 0~ ~6 66 
00 00 00 J6 72 
oo 00 00 .31 72 
00 OQ 00 UO 01 
00 00 OG 38 30 
00 00 DO ~1 34 
00 00 OD 00 40 
oo 00 00 :·1 04 
00 00 00 32 34 
00 00 00 32 29 
00 00 00 31 26 
oo oo oa %ti 32 
00 00 00 i:'.8 37 
00 00 Ou ,59 29 
00 00 00 cb 33 
oo oo oo i.o 43 
00 oc 00 :2 23 
00 00 0~ ::.2 09 
00 00 00 ~8 43 








4 j,o, ~J 



































































e U f r ER CC i\J s TA'°' T 
8UFFERLN 
au~· FE Rsvr,,R 
gYTES'ZE 
CHAR 
C ~ E C K C O ~ ,.II A 
















O':F 1 NE 
























































• • • 
0 2!662,l GERTENVELDEN 
oo 00 00 3c, 71 
00 00 00 ::.2 11 
oo oo oo ~o 64 
00 00 00 61 09 
00 00 00 12 17 
00 00 oo Z,4 34 
00 00 00 J4 25 
00 00 00 12 20 
ilO 00 00 ~i.2 48 
oo OCl oa ~~ 4o 
on oo oo 12 64 
00 00 00 :..2 48 
00 00 00 0·1 50 
00 00 00 37 64 
00 00 00 :S7 74 
00 00 00 36 86 
(I O O O O ~ !. 2 2 4 
oo co on :..2 1a 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ~: 6 0 8 
oo 00 00 :L~ 16 
00 00 00 28 42 
00 00 00 12 25 
00 00 00 c.t:1 29 
00 0(1 OJ :,2 22 
00 00 t'') J.2 06 
00 00 Oil .~2 19 
O O O O C O :,; o 8 6 
00 00 00 ,;H 39 
00 00 0 0 :'.:..~ 0 0 
00 00 00 ?.9 50 
00 oc oo uo 11 
00 00 00 JO 15 
on oa oo oc 1, 
co or oo uo 35 
00 00 oo ::.2 02 
oa oo oo J 4 oe 
oo 00 0() ~.?. 26 
oo on oc 39 14 
00 co 00 34 29 
0 0 0 (" 0 0 ,l O O 3 
CO 00 00 DI: 04 
ac oo oo oo 02 
oc 00 oo 31 74 
oo oa 0:1 ;_;,so, 
00 00 00 JO 70 
00 00 00 3~ 65 
00 00 00 35 85 
oo oo on c:e 37 
oo co 00 ~8 36 
oo co no 28 38 
oo 00 oo 00 38 
0 0 0 0 0 C ,"> H 4 9 
oo 00 00 00 00 
l10 00 OC 02 21 
00 00 00 vO 01 
00 00 DO ~1 0:l. 
oo oo oo ~o 71 
00 00 oo :,2 81 
oo ()I) co .51 93 











,. - I:. 

































ii '; ... 















J t! {} 
5 c,, ·: -• ,. r 











































L C·(. i L:.. A !3 LL 




















































































0 2!66Z,1 GERTENVELDEN 
00 00 00 32 42 
00 00 00 :52 83 
00 00 00 JC 92 
CO GO 00 31 80 
oc 00 oo l.! 02 
oo oo co 31 ao 
00 00 00 28 34 
00 00 00 :.51 44 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ;~ 9 0 8 
00 00 00 !_3 04 
00 00 oo 12 80 
OD 00 OD 30 t13 
00 00 00 00 71 
00 00 00 34 58 
00 00 00 00 37 
00 00 oo 00 61 
00 00 00 33 70 
00 OC 00 tiO 18 
oo 00 00 i-~9 16 
oo oo oa :.:, 4 98 
0 0 0 0 0 O .3 7 9 7 
0 0 0 0 0 ~, ;-, 8 9 4 
00 00 flO JO 94 
DO 00 00 ~<J 63 
00 00 oo ~8 94 
0 0 0 0 C ') :i 1 4 9 
oo oo ca ;,;a 76 
DO 00 00 c:!8 45 
00 00 OJ CO 16 
00 00 OD 31 85 
00 00 OC ~SJ 87 
oo oo oo 32 ao 
oo oo oa 29 44 
00 00 00 32 39 
0 0 0 0 0 O ~; 8 16 
OiJ DC 0[ 3n 95 
CD 30 !lC C1 00 
00 00 oo .:-o 64 
00 00 00 01 01 
00 00 00 31 19 
0 0 0 0 0 J :5 ~ 8 7 
00 00 00 :JO 66 
co 00 J() t:& 41 
co 00 00 j2 71 
00 00 00 3d 75 
uo 00 00 38 80 
00 00 03 :2 27 
00 00 oo 32 17 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ~~ 1 6 4 
a o o o o o :: 1 o 3 
00 00 oc :.2 05 
00 00 00 :;_J 28 
00 00 00 ~8 28 
00 00 flC ::.~ 04 
00 00 00 uo 72 
00 00 00 l)Q 39 
00 DO 00 J2 10 
0 C O O O O ;·; 6 0 1 
l10 oo au 33 14 
00 00 oo :.2 07 
549 
593 

























J. 2 ·; 
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... 6 .L .I. 
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3 J :l. p 251; J b t~ 056; JXP 257: LOX ~1'1; ST4 534 -4 CMP2 572; D€t.2 162· ENN1 J61; ENT1 261; FADD 601 ,
5 ,NC2 062; J1N 051; J2NP 552; J4P 254; JANP 550 
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7 JXN 057: LD2 512; LD6 516} NOP ooo; SRC 506 -8 STJ 2 -10 ; C~ltR 'I Os • CMP4 514; C "-',PX ~ 'J 7 • 0EC4 ~{)4 .._ ~ I ... ' ... •• 9 Df.CX 167; ENN3 363; t· •. A 360; ENT3 263; E !\IT A 260 ._. • N. 
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25 .JAN 0'30; JAP 250; JG 647; J :,\P Q4i; JRED 040 -26 JXNN 3157; JXNz 457; JXZ 157; L01N , 21 . LD2~~ 522 ... , 
27 L.U3N 5?3• L:)4N 524; LD5N 525; 1..D6N 526; 1,.DAN 520 - I 
28 Ll>XN 5~ 7; MVL. 503; ~.JUM 005; SL. A 0 0 6; SLC 40b -29 S~AX 3n6; s ,.1 i:;31• 573 ,33; ST5 ?35; STA 530 .,I ... , 
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• 33 ...,-,NZ 455; J52 155; J6NN 356; J6NZ 456; .;6z i56 -34 JANt~ 3 c; 0: JANZ 450; JAZ 15 0; JE 5 4 i'; JGE 747 
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' 
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instruction definitions not o.k. 
pseudo instruction definitions not o.k. 
. required. 
value of number too large. 
atomic expression required. 
undefined local backward in expression. 
undefined symbol in expression. 










value of a part not o.k. 
value of • part not o.k . 1 
value off part not o.k. 
wrong address. 
address already used. 
value for future reference too large. 
wrong start address. 
program incorrect. 
end of input. 
overflow symbol table. 
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9. A loading program. 
Before discussing the loading program, we have to treat a feature of the 
MIX simulator, concerning the start of the computer. With respect to the 
MIXAL system, consisting of simulator and assembler (see introduction), 
there is no question of a start of the simulator from tne point that no 
relevant information is in the memory; the proper MIX simulator, without 
assembler, has the problem of how to load the first instructions into memo-
ry- For this purpose, the proper simulator has been provided with a simu-
lated ''start button'', being ''pressed'' at the beginning of the execution of 
the MIX simulator. Pressing this start button, the MIX instruction ''IN 0( 16) '' 
is executed, which causes the activation of the card read.er; after one card 
has been read, and the information of it has been stored into the locations 
zero upwards, the normal cycle of the computer is started at location zero. 
Preparing this first card by hand, we thus can get the first simple 
loading program, consisting of at most 16 instructions, into the machine. 
E.ach position on this card corresponds to one byte; this byte is filled 
with the internal code of the character on that position (this is the 
usual effect of an IN instruction). 
Unfortunately, this function on the collection of characters into the n1Jro-
bers {n O < n < 100} is not a su.rjective one; e.g. the instruction codes 
of the IN and JBUS instructions (44 and 42, resp.) do not correspond to 
any MIX character. As these two instructions are indispensable in a loading 
program, we have to find another way to get these instructions into the 
memory. An easy solution is: constructing these instructions progra.mma-
tically (e.g.. by means of the instructions: ''ENT2 40; INC2 4 ; ST2 X( 5 : 5) '', 
when an IN instruction has to be loaded at location X ). Till so far, we 
have discussed the start of this special MIX simulator, and noticed some 
difficulties and possibilities of it. 
The loading progra .. m of this section consists of three cards, the proper 
loader being contained in the second and third card. The first card serves 
to construct the instructions for reading the next two ca1ds, and, after 
these cards have been read, to construct the IN and JBUS instructions of 
the proper loader. Next, control is passed on to the proper loader, and the 
locations O - 1 5 are used as an input buffer by the loader .. .tvl·uch at t E1 r1t, ic)tl 
had to be paid to arranging the instructions of the proper loader in sur!t 
a way, that the value of the bytes of all instructions did correspond to 
an existing MIX character. 
Eventually, the code of the information to be loaded is given. The input 
of the loader consists of a number of blocks of information, each block 
consisting of a number of information cards, preceded by one traject card .. 
On the traj ect card, two numbers have been punched: a startaddress ( col11,.rnr1s 
1 - 5), and a quantity indicating the n11mber of consecutive locations 
(beginning at the startaddress) to be loaded (columns 11 - 15). Each infor-
mation card contains the information to be loaded into (the next) five 
consecutive locations. Column 3 contains the sign(+ or-) of the first 
location, columns 6 - 15 contain the numerical value for this location 
in decimal notation (two columns for each byte); columns 18 and 21 - 30 
contain the information for the second location, etc .. 
The last of the information cards contains as much information as is 
necessary to complete this particular block. 
A traject card, which contains a zero as second number, indicates the final 
block. In this case, the startaddress on the traject_card is interpreted 
as the location at which the loaded progra.m has to be started. 
This kind o:r code is produced by the routine called ''punch traject'' of the 
MIXAL version of the assembler. This routine punches one block of informa-
tion, including the traject card. The startaddress is given by the value of 
index register 2, and the n1JII1ber of consecutive locations to be punched out, 
is given by the negative value of index register 3. 
Next follows the MIXAL text of the entire loading program (some instructions 
have been added, from location 100 upwards, to punch the three initial cards, 
mentioned before, which contain the loading system), in the way it has been 
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